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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Problem Statement 
Widespread expansion in storage facilities of country grain 
elevators has occurred in recent decades in the United States. This 
trend has existed in conjunction with improved technology in the grain 
farming regions. Technological advancements have been made in planting 
and harvesting grain. ~he development of improved plant varieties, the 
rotation of crops, and the general adoption of fertilizers in grain pro-
duction have increased per acre yields. A direct result of these ad-
vancements has been an increase in total production of grain. 
Specifically, this study was concerned with only a limited segment 
of the vast rise in grain production and grain storage capacity. The 
geographical resion under analysis was restricted to the major grain 
producing area in Oklahoma. The type of storage facility considered was 
elevator storage located at country points throughout the wheat produc-
ing area of Oklahoma. 
Oklahoma country elevators were characterized by: (1) a situation 
of overcapacity relative to grain supplies_ and (2) a situation in which 
the elevators had several years of useful life remaining. Consequently, 
scale modifications were not expected in the near future. Wheat supply 
variations of a permanent or semi~permanent nature can alter the level 
1 
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of permanent labor costs in addition to altering many of the other costs 
of handling wheat by these elevators. fhe impact of these variations 
upon total handling costs leads to the objective of this study. 
Objective 
The previous background information suggests the possibility of 
varying supplies of grain handled by country elevators. Accordingly, 
the primary objective was to detennine the handling costs incurred by 
all-grain elevators of different capacities at alternative levels of 
grain handled. Capacity was defined to be the rated storage capacity or 
maximum capacity with no turning space. Each elevator model in the 
study was considered to be a single~unit model. The elevators were lo-
cated in the wheat producing area of northwestern Oklahoma. 
Specifically, the varying levels of grain handled were both above 
and below 1962 levels. Consideration of these variations in the volume 
of grain handled included only those of a permanent or semi-~ermanent 
nature, i.e., primarily those due to government programs. Therefore, 
temporary unpredictable changes in crop production and elevator grain 
handling volume were not under consideration. The main reason for this t.--· 
approach was to permit full-time labor costs to vary. Unpredictable 
and temporary variations in the volume of grain handled do not result '-"' 
in a high degree of full~time labor variation, The importance of labor 
as an expense will become more evident in a later discussion concerning 
the size of the cost components in country grain elevator operations. 
Variations in handling volume are primarily from the short~run 
viewpoint in the·analysis. "';the short run is a ti.me period so short 
3 
that the firm h unable to vary the quantities of some resources used."1 
In this study, management and elevator storage capacity were considered 
to be fi~ed resources. 
A fundamental reason for considering capacity as fixed was an 
attempt to depict reality. The useful life of an elevator can encompass 
several decades. Therefore, c~pacity alterations, especially in a down-
ward direction, would not be expected for several years. Notation 
should also be made at this point that most of the concrete elevators 
have been erected within the past three decades. These elevators have 
many years of usefulness remaining. 
Achievement of the primary objective necessitates variations in 
grain handling volume, The current situation of a production surplus 
of wheat could result in more stringent controls upon wheat production. 
A consequence of this action would be a reduction in the quantity of 
grain ha~dled by country elevators. However, the possibility of expand-
ed wheat production should not be neglected. In the event that govern-
mental controls were removed, the possibility of increased production 
could easily occur. In fact, the increase could greatly exceed the 
increases that have occurred in recent years when governmental controls 
on production have been in effect. An increase in wheat production 
would result in an increased handling volume. 
Emphasis has been made that government programs are the initiating (.../-
source of the production variationf:l to be considered here. This stress 
lRichard H. I,.eftwich, The Price System and Resource Allocation 
(rev. ed., New York, 1960), p. 139, 
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is made only to convey the impression that the change in the production 
level is a sudden one that will be prolonged for several years. Such an 
approach is in contrast to: (1) technological alterations which will 
have gradual effects upon total production levels in an area, or (2) un-
predictable fluctuations in production explained by seasonal, climatic, 
and disease variations. 
Sources of Data 
Several publications and individuals were consulted during the 
course of the study. The primary reason for using both previous research 
plus personal interviews and correspondence was to depict input com-
ponents for the grain handling function more accurately than if only one 
method were chosen. 
Published Information 
Two groups of published information were consulted. Each group was 
used for a particular purpose. 
One group was a series of research studies on cost-volume relation-
ships for country elevators in various geographical regions of the 
United States. The purpose of examining these studies was to gain an 
insight into the makeup of the total costs for handling grain. Since 
each study assumed either a specific level of sideline sales volume or 
constant short-run total costs, many of the cost figures were not direct-
ly applicable to the costs that would be incurred in an all-grain 
handling operation. Consequently, the actual amounts of the cost com-
ponents were not obtained from these studies. Only a classification 
and discussion of the costs involved in handling grain was achieved 
through an inspection of these geographical research analyses. 
5 
The other group of published information examined was a selection 
of elevator audits. Files in the Department of Agricultural Economics 
at Oklahoma State University include annual audits for the majority of 
the cooperative grain elevators in the state. Many of these audits 
have been received for several years. 
Due to the heterogeneity of these firms with respect to the various 
sources of their revenues, the amounts of the costs shown in the audits 
were not used. Instead the audits were examined to gain a rough approxi-
mation of the relative importance of the cost components in country 
grain elevator operations without regard to the level of handling, 
storage, or sideline activities. 
Perso.nal Interview with Elevator Personnel 
Oklahoma cooperative elevators were divided into ten capacity 
groups. These groups ranged in size from rated capacities near 100,000 
bushels through rated capacities in excess of 1,000,000 bushels. Interim 
groups were in multiples of 100,000 bushels. 
Subsequen,tly, a manager was interviewed from one firm in each group. 
These managers were chosen with the assistance of staff members from the 
Department of Agricultural Economics and the Extension Service. There 
was no attempt to select managers on a random basis. Criteria for selec-
tion were number of years of service c:,.s an elevator manager and the 
extent to which the manager would be expected to cooperate with an inter-
viewer, Permanent and seasonal labor costs were the costs of concern in 
these interviews. 
6 
Consultation with Agricultµral Sp~cialists 
A final source of data included agricultural engineers, elevator 
construction contractors, b~sinessmen engaged in the sale or use of 
resource inputs common to elevator handling operations, and other indi-
viduals with a knowledge of the country elevator economy. These 
individuals were consulted to gain current and accurate estimates of 
the cost components for each model. At the time of the study some of 
the cost components were not fully or efficiently utilized. Also, 
elevator op~rators did not have a complete knowledge of optimum cost 
levels for many of the co~ts. 
Description of the Area 
The ten elevators whose managers were interviewed are located in 
the northwest section of Oklahoma. To avoid identification of the 
individual firms interviewed only their county location is described. 
Eight counties are represented. alaine and Grant counties each had 
two of the elevators while one elevator was located in each of the 
following counties: Alfalfa, Custer, Garfield, Kay, Kingfisher, and 
Noble. Figure 1 shows the location of ~he firms interviewed. 
A recent study notes that the northwest and north-central areas 
of Oklahoma include the specialized wheat-producing counties. 2 The 
eight counties listed above and shown in Figure 11 with the possible 
exception of C~ster County, are encompassed within these two areas. 
2 John J. Klein, et al., The Oflahoma Economy, Economic Research 
Series No. 1 (Stillwater, 1963), p. 50. 
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Figure 1. County Location of the Firms in the Study. 
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The relative importance of these eight counties in the Oklahoma 
wheat economy can be seen by a ranking of these counties upon the basis 
of wheat product:i,on. Table I shows this ranking during a recent seven-
year period. Out of the 77 counties in the state, the lowest ranking 
county in the eight-county grouping was never below the rank of nine-
teenth from 1955 through 1961. There was only one year, 1955, when less 
than four of the selected eight counties failed to rank in the top six 
wheat-producing counties in Oklaho~a. 
TABLE I 
STATE RANKING OF EIGHT SELECTED COUNTIES IN WHEAT PRODUCTION, 
OKLAHOMA, 1955-1961 
Year and Rank 
County 195.5 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 
Alfalfa 9 4 3 4 3 5 
Blaine 14 11 10 15 10 14 
Custer 18 10 6 13 12 15 
Garfield 4 l 2 3 2 l 
Grant 3 2 l 2 1 2 
Kay 2 3 4 5 5 4 
Kingfisher 12 5 9 8 6 7 
Noble 15 13 14 19 15 16 
1961 
4 
11 
16 
3 
2 
·6 
7 
18 
Source: Oklahoma A$riculture, State Board of ·Agriculture and Statisti-
cal Reporting Service, United States Department of Agriculture, 
Annual Issues. 
Wheat production accounts for a large proportion of the aggregate 
production of wheat, corn, oats, barley, and grain sorghum in these 
9 
eight counties. In the 1957~1961 period, wheat represented 73 percent 
of the average annual amount of this aggregate production in these 
3 
counties. The quantities of these five grairis moving to country 
elevators constituted the major amount of grain handled by elevators. 
The latter four grains are feed grains and, consequently, were expected 
to be consumed in large quantities at the point of production. Therefore, 
the amount of wheat handled by elevators relative to these four feed 
grains in the counties should have exceeded 73 percent. This tendency 
is indicated from the results of interviews with ten elevator managers 
in these counties. These ten inverviews indicated that the average amount 
of wheat relative to the total bushels of all grains handled by the 
elevators ranged from a high of 100 percent to a low of 66 percent. Only 
two of these firms estimated the ratio to pe under 80 percent. The 
above percentages indicate the importance of wheat in country elevator 
operations in the wheat production areas of Oklahoma. 
The supply of commercial storage space in the eight counties 
accounted for a large proportion of the state total. In 1961 a total of 
45 percent of off~farm storage capacity was located in these eight 
counties (Table II). Terminal storage in Garfield County resulted in 
this high percentage. Bowever, the fact that the seven counties, 
excluding Garf~eld, had 15 percent of Oklahoma off-farm grain storage 
space shows the import of country elevator storage capacity in these 
counties upon the grain storage economy. With the exception of Noble 
3computed £rpm annual crop reports issued by Oklahoma Crop and 
Livestock Reporting Service, Office of the Agricultural Statistician, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
TABLE II 
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF OFF~FARM GRAIN STORAGE CAPACITY 
IN EIG~T SELECTED COUNTIES: OKLAHOMA, 1961 
County 
Alfalfa 
Blaine 
Custer 
Garfield 
Grant 
Kay 
Kingfisher 
Noble 
Total of Eight Counties 
Off-Farm Storage-Capacity 
(Percent of State Total) 
2 
3 
2 
30 
2 
3 
2 
J 
45 
Source: Commercial Grain Warehouses ~n Oklahoma, Extension Service, 
O~lahoma State University (Stillwater, January l, 1961)~ 
10 
County, all of the eight counties in table II had at least two percent 
of the total amount of commercial Oklahoma storage space. 
Based upon the above production and capacity data, the eight 
counties appear to be representative of the wheat producing area in 
Oklahoma. Consequently, as discussed in detail later, ten elevator 
managers in these ~ounties were interviewed for estimates of labor costs 
attributable to tne grain handling function. 
OHAfTER II 
CHARACTERISTlCS OF THE OKLAHOMA GRAIN ECONOMY 
The importance of wheat production in Oklahoma will be discussed in 
this chapter. S~bsequently, the relationship between wheat supplies and 
the amount of storage space in OklahQma will be presented. The possi-
bility of more rigid production and marketing controls will be emphasized. 
Finally, several observations will be made regarding the relevance of 
the objective of the study to firm and governmental decision-making. 
RelAtive Importance of Wheat Production 
In Oklahoma Agriculture 
Wheat production in Oklahoma has demonstrated an upward trend. 
Figure 2 shows this movement in pro4uction over a 27-year period. While 
annual production has been somewhat erratic, the peaks in production 
have progressively climbed to new hei~hts. The lowest production in 1955 
occurred simultaneo~siy with the highest number of acres abandoned in 
the 1952~1961 period. Adverse weat4er conditions were the major determi-
nant of this apex in apondoned acreage. 
I 
Recently, wheat yields have. been nearly twice as great as the yields 
in the 1935-1957 period. The fluctuations i~ yields on a harvested 
acreage basis are depicted in Figure~. Basically, the variations are 
due to changing weather conditions and insect damage. 
11 
140 
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figure 2. Oklahoma Wheat Production, 1935-1961. 
Source: 1935-1956 production from Agricultural Stati§tics, U. s. Depart-
ment of Agriculture (Annual issues); 11959-1961 production from 
Oklahoma Agriculture,~, State Boarq of Agriculture and 
Statistical Reporting S~rvice, U. s. Department of Agriculture. 
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.Bushels 
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Figure 3. Oklah9ma Whe~t Yieldi;; Per Harvested Acre., 1935-1961. 
Source; 1935-1958 yields from ~gricyltural Statistfcs, u. s. Department 
of Agriculture (Annual issues); 1959-1961 yields from Oklahoma 
Agriculture, 1962, State Bpard of Agriculture and Statistical 
Reporti,ng'service, Ur s. Department of Agr:i,culture. 
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Applied technological improve~ents have occupied a major role in 
increasing the per acre wheat yie~d~f H~gher yielding varieties have 
1 been developed as have varieties which are -resistant to various pests. 
A simultaneous movement with the increase in wheat yields has been 
a decline in harvested acreage since the late 1940's. This acreage 
decline has occurred during a period of time when wheat yields were 
rising. Wheat acreaije harvested is shown in Figure 4. Seedeq wheat 
acreage in Oklahoma decreased during the l9SO's when contrasted with 
the higher se~ded acreag~ in the l940's. 2 Wh~at acre~ge ailotments and 
marketing quotas were two factors responsiple tor this decline in seeded 
and harvested acrea~e. in the i6-y~a.r p~riod beginning in 1938 and 
ending in i963, ac;eage allotmen~s fQr wheat were in effect 16 years 
v,hih marketing quot.as we1;e in effect;. 12 ;years. 3 
Several crops are $:t'OWtl in Oklahoma. in addition to wheatf Th.e com-
pone~t of these crops which can be han9led in grain elevators includes; 
grain sorghum, barler, oats, ~oybeans~ and corn. In 1961, the value of 
wheat producti~n in Oklahoma was second only to cattle and calves. Dur-
ing the sam~ year, of the si:ic crops mentioned above, wheat production 
was valued at approximately twelve times its nearest rival, sorghum for 
1The Wheat git:uation., ~s., V.' s. Pepartment of Agricult;ure, Feb., 1959, 
p, 30. · 
2Agricu1Eural Statistics, U. s. Department of Agr:i,culture (Selected 
Issues). . 
3status of acreage allotments and marketing quotas, 1938 through 1959, 
Adlowe L. Larson and Nellis A. Briscoe, Some Effects of Wheat Policy ;m. 
the Oklahoma Wheat Mi:rrketing Ind~stry, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bul. B.,521 ·(Stillwater, 1959), p. 24. Status of acreage allotments, 
1960 The Wheat Situation, ERS, u. $. Department of Agriculture, June, 1962, ,~ , ..... 
p. '}.7 •. ·st11tus of a~reage ii,llot~ents, 1961 through 1963; and marketing quotas, 
1960 ,thr·ough ;1.963:, The Wheat SituaUon, J::RS, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Aug., 1962, pp. 2.Z and ;1.9, :i:-espectively, 
70 
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figure 4. Ok~ahoma Wheat Acreage aarvested, 1935-1961, 
Sourcei 1935-1958 aereage from Aaricult1:1ral Statistics, U. s. Department 
·Of Agriculture (Annual is$ues); 1959-1961 acreage from Oklahoma 
Agricul~ure 1 1962, State Board of Agriculture and Statistical 
Reporting Servi~e, V. s. Department of Agriculture, 
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grain. In 1961, wheat production on a total bushel basis exceeded its 
- . 4 
closest rival, barley, by almost sixfold. 
Fifteen year averages of the value of production and of the total 
production of the primary grains handled in Oklahoma grain elevators 
are shown in Table III. Wheat occupied the dominant position in both 
physical and monetary units. 
TABLE III 
PRINCIPAL CROPS HANDLED IN GRAIN ELEVATORS, TOTAL PRODUCTION, AND 
VALUE OF PRODUCTION: OKLAHOMA, 1947-1961 AVERAGE 
Total Value of 
Cro:e Production a Produc tiorf 
..... I 
-1,000 Bushels- -1, 000 Dollars-
-Wheat 79,412 154,966 
(69) (77) 
Grain Sorghum 12,822 13,418 
(11) (7) 
Barley 6,014 5,024 
(5) (2) 
Oats 13,697 10,370 
(12) (5) 
Soybeans 849 1,771 
(1) (1) 
Corn 1,768 16,823 
(2) (8) 
TQtal 114i 562 202 .372 
8Numbers in parentheses ar~ percentages of the totals. 
Source: Oklahoma Agriculture, State Board of Agriculture and Statisti-
cal Reporting Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Annual 
Issues. 
4oklahoma Agriculture, 1962, State Board of Agriculture and Statisti-
cal Reporting Service, U. S, Department of Agriculture, pp. 98 and 104-107. 
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The above background information on wheat production and the 
relative importance of wheat production to that of other grains grown 
in Oklahoma constitute the basic reasons for concentrating the analysis 
' 
upon wheat, While several grains other than wheat are grown throughout 
Oklahoma, the fact that wheat accounts for the highest percentage of 
total production and total value of production demonstrates the import-
ance of wheat in Oklahoma country elevator operations. 
A further point merits attention at this stage of the discussion, 
Notwithstanding the importance of production estimates in approximating 
the relative significance of various grains moving into country elevators, 
farmer grain sales data portray this relative significance to a more 
exacting degree, Sales disposition of grain indicates the relative 
importance of t~e major grains in their movement to country elevators. 
In Table IV, wheat is noted to account for 78 percent of the total tarm 
sales of six principal crops handled by elevators, Grain sorghum, 
accounting for nine percent, is a distant second, The fact that wheat 
is primarily used for food purposes accounts for the high percentage of 
off-farm wheat sales relative to other grains, A study by Meinken 
indicated that 85 to 90 percent of the wheat crop is sold from farms and 
becomes part of the commercial supply, Food uses account for nearly 50 
percent of commercial utilization while the remaining percent is composed 
5 
of usage in feed, seed, industrial purposes, and exports, 
5Kenneth W. Meinken, ~ Demand .fil!.2 Price Structure for Wheat, 
U. S, Department of Agriculture. Technical Bul, No. 1136 (Washington, 
1955), p. 5, 
TABL~ 'IV 
FARX SALES OF PR+NCIP4,L CROPS HANDLED IN OKLAHOMA GRAIN ELEVATORS, 
. 1955-1961 AVERAG~ 
l8 
Crop. Farm Sales 
P1:1rcent of 
Total 
Wheat 
Grain Sorghum 
Barley 
Oats 
Soybeans 
Corn (for grain) 
Total 
;-l,000 Buslieis ... 
547,767 
64,648 
41,~40 
28,752 
9,163. 
12,301 
704 171 
78 
9 
6 
4 
1 
2 
100 
Source: Oklahoma Agriculture, 1962, Stl!l,te Boar~ of Agricult1,1re and 
Statistical Reporting Service, U. $, Department of .i\gricul-
ture, pp. 111~112. 
Elements of Storage Capacity 
Off-farm Storage 
In an effort to facilifa~e ~he han4ling and ~torage of increased wheat 
supplie~, the amount of storage space has expandedr For example, during 
the first half of 1954 there were 47 firms that: erected over 14 million 
6 bushels of new storage sl'ace, Severi:11 flat warehotise facilities were built 
in early 1959. 7 Elevator managers interviewed in the summer of 1963 indica-
ted that wheat accounted for 75 to 100 percent of their total grain stored. 
Recent trends concernin~ the structure of the Oklahoma grain 
storage industry are shown in Table V.a While the number of firms in~ 
creased by only 11 percent, total capacity of these firms rose by 80 
60ldahoma A~ricul ture, 1254, State Boo;trd of Agriculture and AMS, 
u. s. Department of Agricul~ure, p. ll, 
7 Oklahoma Ag1;icultufe, 1959, ~Hate Board of Agriculture and AMS, 
u. s. Department of Agd.cul tµt;e, p~ n, 
8Jim E. Smith, ~ecretary~Trea~urer of the Oklahoma Grain and Feed . 
Dealers Assocbtion. 1n a ;tett .. e,:. wr:1,.tten A.p'l;'i. l .. Z3 1 ).96;3.,. st~ted that. th,e firms listed in the Directory of the f\s~oci~tion cqmpr1.~ed 9;, p~rcent of; the tot~l 
number of cooperative and, ingepende1:t graip. eieva;ors in Oklahoma. Emphas1.s 
should be made th~t the percentage 1.s onty an estimate. 
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percent froml957 to 1963. Conseq,uentl.y, growth in ;,torage space appears 
to be explained more by expansion of existing facilities than by forma-
tion of new fi~ms. Som~ c~nsolidation of existing firms could have taken 
place. In Table v, the pecline in the total number of firms from 1957 
to 1958, and the concurrent increase in total capacity demonstrate the 
possibility of consolidation, 
TABLE V 
OKLAHOMA OFF•FAJ:Uil STORAGE; NUM~ER OF FIRMS AND CAPACITY, 1957•1963 
1958 1959 . 1960 1961 1962 1963 
l'otal Number 
of Firms 429 
I 
439 508 484 485 474 
Total Capacity 143,349 146,100 1641 385 232,907 izB,542 259,481 257,703 
(1,000 Bi1shels) 
Source: Oklahoma Grain and Feed Dealers Association Official D;rectory, 
Annual Is&t1-es. - ............,.. 
The estimated capa<::;l,ty of o:ff,-(ar~ commercial grain storage facili-
ties in Oklahoma has risen from 96,157 1 000 bushels in 1951 to 255,000,000 
bushel$ on Jaµuc:l,ry 1, 1,963~9 l'n.is ha 165 pe:i;-cent ;i,ncrease. These 
amounts do not include storage owned by Commodity Credit Corporation. 
Oklahoma grain storage space in 1942 was only 42,000,000 bushels. 10 
At the time of the study, the Co)Jllllodity Cred:i.t Corporation did not own 
any storage space in Okl~homa. The Commodtty Credit Corporation owned 
storage in Oklahoma Wl;lS never Vfpry large. In recent year$ this storage 
space has been sold to private ~irms or transferred out of Oklahoma. 11 
9The Wheat Situation, AMS, U.S. Department of Agriculture, August, 
1958, p. 33; The Wh7at Situa,tion, ERS, U, S. Department of Agriculturej 
April, 1963, p. 32. 
10Adlowe L. Lan;oµ, "Adjustments Facing Grain Storage Operators," 
Oklahoma Current Farm Economics, 35 (1962), p. ~9. 
Uconversation with Marvin Munger, Chief, Price Support Section, 
ASCS, u. s. Department of AgriGulture, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
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On~farm storage s~aqe in Oklahoma, in contrast to the above comments 
pertaining to off ... farm stprage facilities 1 has foHowed a different 
12 pattern. Utilization of on-farm storage in Oklahoma. has decreased 
since the 1950's. At the time of the study, less than ten percent of 
Oklahoma wheat was store<;! pn farms. 4 basic reason for tqis low percent 
is related to the amount of risk involved. Oklahoma wheat is harvested 
during a warm period of the year. If e~cess moisture exists during the 
harvest, then the possibility of wheat spoilage will be high. Insect 
damage under moist conditions ~~n result in additional grain darna~e. 
Producers desire to shift these risks by transferring their grain direct-
ly from the field to the country elevato; points. 
The fact that most of tl"j.e wheat crop is sold ;from fa~rns for food, 
feed, seed, industrial purposes, and exports also results in the storage 
of only small a.mounts of wheat on farms, Since wheat production in 
Oklahoma accounted fqr Il,early 70 perj;:ent o;f the toJ;;al production of the 
six primary grains raised in the state that were handled by elevators, 
the incentive for off.,. farm storage is emphasized :further. 
Another incentive to farmers to store their grain in off-farm 
positions was the patronage payment which they received when their grain 
was stored in cooperative elev~tors. The high proportion of cooperative 
elevat9rs in Oklahoma rendered this especially important. 
Additionally, t;he aclvent of the self ... propeHed combine ha1;1 created 
a desire by farmers to move their grain directly tp the loGai elevator. 
12The following discussion concerning the amouµt and use of on-farm 
storage space in Oklaho~a is adapted from a conversation with James R. 
Enix, Oklahoma State University Eltt;ension Wh,eat Marketing Speciati,st. 
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The purchase of this type of cotQ.bi.ne and. the empl.oyment of "custom 
harvesters" have :resul.~ed :i,n a shorter harvest sp(<ln, The consequent 
need for hired trucking would result in iittle or no cost reduction if 
producers were to hire their grai~ moved to on-farm storage facilities 
as opposed to truck haµls by tpe producers to a country elevator point, 
While the utilization of on~farm storage has decline4, the amount 
of potential storage located on farms is undetermined. In 1954, on-farm 
storage facilit:l.es were esti~ted tc;1 be 40,000,000 bushels~ The 
present capacity of this type of storage is ~iff;l.cµlt to ascertain. 
However, the toll,ow~ng point appears clear: Mµch of the on~farm storage 
:l.n Oklahoma, ha$ alternat:iv~ uses. For exaID;ple, the storage facility 
poss;lbl.y can be used as a ma~hine shed. c,:m13eq4ently, the abundance of 
storage facilities wtth alternatlve uses iocateq on o~iahoma farms re~ 
sults in less pressure upon gra~~ producers to use t~eir storage space 
for storing grain only, 
Assuming that the 40,0001000 push~l c~pacity figure for Oklahoma 
on-farm storage space did e~ist o~ January 1, 1963, then on~farm 
facilities would account f9r only 14 pe~cent of total off~farm plus on~ 
farm storage in the statet Tpe decline in the use of on~farm storage 
discussed above accentuates the small role of this form of storage in 
the Oklaho~a grain economy. 
Previous research inq;lcates that actions by farmers to decrease 
their usage of on-farm stora~e space Qave been economically correct. 
A st~dy of the co~para~ive cos~s of s~oring Oklahoma grain in on~farm 
versus off~farm positions was made in l9~0. The results of the analysis 
indicated that off~farm storage costs were lower than the costs of 
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storing on the farm, This coqclusion was true for both new on~farm 
, 
storage facil:l.t;ies and previously constructed farm storage space.i3 
Effects of Incentives for Elevator Coµstruction 
Governmep.t :1..nc;:ent:i.ve p1;ograms for elevator construction have 
occupied a major role in the increa~e of off-farm storag~ capac~ty. 
These program~ we~e designed to encourage th~ construction of additional 
facilities for storing grain. Specific features of the programs included: 
(l) occupancy contracts, (2) accelerated amoptization, and (3) storage 
14 
and handling agreem~nts, 
Occupancy contracts were initiated fot'1'!1,,lly in August, 1953. The 
acceptance of new contracts waij tennin~ted on August 20, 1954. A termiT 
nation followed by~ r~opening occurred during the period between these 
two dates.\5 
Three p~ans e~isted under the o~cupancy contract program, They 
included: 
Plan 1 - Occupancy o~ 75 percent of the total bin capacity of the 
facility for the fir~t three y$ars and 40 percent of such total bin 
, capacity for an add,:J,t:1.c:mal t;wo years for a total of :f;ive years, 
~lan 2 ~ Occupancy of 60 verGent of the total bin capacity of the 
facilities for five years. 
13Adlowe L, iarson et al., Comparative Costs .,Q! G~ain Storage Q!!. 
Farms and In Elevators, Oklahotlla Agricultµral Exp~riment Station, B1,1l. 
B-349 (StiUwat:er, 1950). . 
14Geoffrey s. Shephc;p;d, Allen, B. Richa:i;-ds, and Johq. T. Wilkin, Some 
Effects .,Q! Fed.eral qrai1'.'- Storage Pf1ogl'a,~.~ £m Grai~ ,Storage Capacity, 
Grain Stos;ks and CgHntry Elevator Operations, No:i:-th Central B.egf.ox.al :Pub. 
No. 114 (Lafayette, tndrial\a~ · 1960), i:>p. 4~6~' 
15tbid., p. s. 
Plan 3 - Occupancy .of 50 pere~rit pf the total bin capacity of the 
f ·1· . f . 16 
.ac~ it1es or si~ years. 
For any one of the tll'io of a~t;el;'J:\aUve plans, Cornmod:i,ty Credi.t 
Corporation would utilize the facilities of elevators constructed under 
occupancy contracts. 
The sec;::ond incentive, accelerated amortization, "allowed wai:e-
housemen to constr~ct grain storage facilities and depreciate these 
17 facil;l.ti,es f;or incoll).e ta:x p4rpo~es over a five-year (60 month) period. '1 
However, this incentive ~as only in effe~t for a limited time ~panr 
Only construction cpmpleted during the peri,od 195;3 tj:il;'ough 1956 was 
1 . 'bl f . d . . 18 e igi e. or rapi amortization~ 
rhe fina~ government incentive focused µpon the rates for storage 
and handling of Commodi,ty er~dit Corporation grain by iµdividual warehouse-
men. E~atµination oi; elevator audi,ts i;eveded that st;or1;1ge rates fol;' wheat 
were .047 cents p~r bushel per day ~or annuat auditi; with fiscal year;;; 
ending in the year prior to June 30 1 1960. This is an annual rate of 
$ ,17155 per bushel~ 
A decrease iq. this incentive has occ4rred with the downward re-
vision of storage rates on grain stored for Commodity Credit Corporation, 
Effective June SO, 1960, these stqrage rates tq~ w4eat on a commingled 
basi~ were lowered to 0.37 ce~ts per bushel per day or$ .13505 per 
bushel per ye~r. 19 These tower 'rates are currently in Elffect, 
16Ibid. 
17Ibid 
' . ' 
18Ibid. 
19schedule of Rates, i960 Supplem~nt t9 Uniform G:irain Storage Agree-
ment, Cc;,mmodity Stabili~atton Seryj,ce, CCC, U. S. Department of Agricul .. 
ture, May 17, 1960, 
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has reduced the ipcent:i;ve :for q.ew elevator coll,str\,lction t;o a large degree. 
A further incentive which was not Qirectly initia4ed through 
governmental action was loans to cooperatives by cooperative banks for 
storage construction to be leased from the Commodity Credit Corporation. 
Such loans weFe made only if Commodity Credit Corporation guaranteed to 
lease or utilhe at hast 75 percent of the stoi;-f).ge space for a minim1.:1m 
of two or three yel;l.ni dependinFi upon wh~the:i; the new constl;'uction was 
or wal3 not, respectively, an adcl:i,tion t9 the pl;'esent ;facility.iO S;i.nce 
a 75 percent commitment fo~ a sp~cified time peripd constituted an 
occupancy c;ontract, the loan :1,,ncen'l!i,ve was dimin/!lted upon the termin,a~ 
tion of occupancy contracts in 1954. 
increased grain production, hl;l.ve create9 a stora&e problem in the 
Oklahoml;l. warehou~e and eteva~qr economy. Basically, this problem was 
one of over ... expansion of st01;-aa;e facUities. 
first, ownel;'s of off-f~rm storage space have increased their 
facilities in an effort to derive the benefits :from the government con,., 
stru~tion in9entive piogram$, These programs were designed to provide 
ample storage space for grain. Connnodity Credit Corporation grain was 
Second, UliH;l$e o:E stor~ge spac~ has not increaseq. as rapidly as 
storage constructiPn. Qff-farw stoc~s of major grains serve to reflect 
20shepherd, Richar<l$, and Wilkin, p. 6. 
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grain production, particularly wit;h re1:1pect to wheat, to a high degree 
since on~farm storage usage i~ small. The p~rcent ut~liza.tion of offr 
farm storage facilities reflect::; the differentic;1.l r;;i.tes of increase of 
storage spcice and of£-.farlll gra;i,n st;ocks. 
Tcible VI illustrates tqe results of these varying rates of 
increase, During the 1957-1961 period the quarterly ut,:i.lization of off-
farm storage capacity indicat~s a decrease as the storage season pro-
gresses from the high October utilization to the low July utilization. 
This trend is logical since the aggregate amount of grain consumed in-
creases as the sum~er harvest period is reached in any given year. 
However, inter-year comparisons fail to yield such logical con-
sistency. In fact, the pe:i:-cent util:hation est~11,1ates shown in Taole 
VI demonstrate~ deqlining rate of storage usage between years. This 
is primarny evident in th.e quarter beginn.i,.ng on Octobe:c 1. In this 
quarter, a,s would pe e:x;pected, tµe use o:I; sto:rage norlllally reached a 
peak each year, E:icclud:l.ng the low production of wheat in 1957, the 
percent utilization of off-.farm storage in the October 1 to December 31 
quarter declined from the 195S high to the 1960 and 1961 lows. This 
decline in ~torage utilization occurred simultaneously with an increase 
in the combined prodtiction oJ;: wheat, corn, oats, barley, and sorghum 
21 grain from 1959 to 1960 of 37,829,000 bushels. Consequently, while 
off•farm capacity increased from 1959 t;o 1960, storµg~ utilization, as 
reflected by production, did not rise enough to maintain the percent 
21oklahoma Agriculture, 1962, State Board of Agriculture and Sta-
tistical Reporting Se~vice, u7s:" Department of Agricultµre, p. 111. 
TABLE VI 
QUARTERLY OFF-FARM STOCKS8 OF WHEAT, CORN, OATS, BARLEY, AND SOR-GHOM GRAIN AND OFF-FARM STORAGE CAPACITY:b OKLAHOMA, 1957-1961 
January l Aprill July l October l 
(1) (2) 0) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9} (10) {11) (12) 
Off-Farm Off-P'arm Percent Off-Farm Off-Farm Percent -Off-Farm Off-Farm Percent Off-Farm Off-Farm Percent 
Year Stocks Capacity (1;2xl00) Stocks Capacity (475x100) Stocks Ca~acity (7;8xl00) Stocks Capacity {1Q1llxl00) 
-1,000 Bushels- -11 000 Bushels- 1,000 Bushels- -1,000 Bushels-
1957 105,301 143,349 
1958 114,045 146,100 
1959 139,540 164,385 
1960 139,786 232,907 
73 
78 
85 
60 
84,286 143,349 
92,559 146,100 
124,325 164,385 
113,985 232,907 
59 
63 
76 
49 
75,534 143,349 
65,727 146,100 
107,696 1-64,385 
101,235 232,907 
53 
45 
66 
43 
104,557 143,349 
140,403 146,100 
152,473 164,385 
194,534 232,907 
73 
96 
93 
-S4 
1961 185. 759 22"8.542 l3l 136.204 228.542 60 110.124 228.542 48 192.412 228.542 134 
8 0klaboma Agriculture, 1962, State Board .of Agriculture and Statistical Reporting Service, U. s. Department of Agri-
culture, p .• 99. 
bOklahoma ~ .!!!!! !!.!2 Dealers Association Official Directory, Annual Issues. 
'· 
N 
°' 
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utilization of 1959. Thh situation is evidenced in Table VI by the 
drop in utilization from 93 percent iq l959 to 84 percent in l~~O, Over-
expansion of storage space was a basic ca1,1.se for this downt1,1.rn in the 
proportion of storage space utitized. 
Off-farm capacity must be adeq1,1.ate to accomodate off-farm stocks. 
In the high production year of 1958, storage utilization in the quarter 
commencing on October 1 was 96 percent. A percentage of this size is 
expected during years of high production. However, the fact that the 
percentage utilization of storage space has declined from 1958 to 1961 
concurrently with a rise in storage capacity of over 56 percent reveals 
the imbalance between grain supplies and capacity available for storing 
these supplies, 
Governmental Production anq Marketin~ Controls 
A final factor which may further widen the gap between supplies 
of grain and available storage space is one that could reduce the supply 
of g:i;-ain, Referep.ce here is to gpyernment programs dedgned to lower 
production surpluses of grains. Wheat is the primary grain in Oklahoma 
that is in a major surplus position on a national scale 1 
Evidence of attemp~$ to reduce Oklahoma wheat production has been 
noted earl;i.er in the form of decreases in seeded wheat acreage. Higher 
wheat yields per acre have more than offset thi$ seeded acreage reduc-
tion. Consequently, wheat production has increased. However, the 
possibili~y of effective su~ply reduction programs should not be over-
looked, If such programs were to a$sume a re~listic role, then grain 
storage space wQulq represent a gre~ter amou~t of overcapacity than 
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existed at the ti.me of the stucly. The fact that wheat acreage allot-
ments and marketing qqotas have been a part of agricultural policy, 
especially in the last decade, reflects a desire to restrict wheat. pro-
duction. Any additional policy measures which are aimed at reducing 
wheat supplies also could result in serious adjustment problems in the 
grain elevator industry. In the follow~ng section a discussion is pre-
sented regarding the relevance of the objective of the study to tqese 
adjustment problems and to governmental wheat supply pol~cies, 
Once the costs have been computed for several leveh of grain 
handled, a question arises as to the usefulness or purpose of such 
computations, Elevators, as wtll he noted later, are characterized by 
high fixed costs of constructionf The popular concrete models designed 
to store anq handle wheat have ~o alternative uses, A prevalent situa~ 
Uon of overcapacity in most elevators exh1"s today. This condition 
·appears likely to continue into the future. 
What will be the value 0£ these cost determinations of elevator 
firms? The answer to this question is found in the relationship between 
costs and revenues o~ the basic £unctions of country grain elevators. 
Determination of cost and revenue relationships a;l,ds the elevator i/" 
operator in making decisions regarding the optimu~ combination and 
magnitude of these functions, Consequently, the operator will be able 
to use his alternative income enhancem,nt policies more accurately. 
These alternative policies may be formulated under two different 
assumptions. 
First, pro(;iuction control of wheat can be assumed to "freeze" at a 
reduced level the quantity of wheat the local elevator will receive, 
In this event, the elevator might expand its sideline sales volume in 
an effort to more fully utilize its resources, notably labor. Also, 
the elevator might increase its h.andli,ng volume of other grains, 
Second, the assumption of reduced wheat supplies resulting in de-
creased wheat receipts at a "frozen" or :l;ixed level can be relaxed. 
Consequently, elevator operators might ~ompete among each other for 
reduced wheat product::l.on from farmers. 
The second situat:i,on conforms more with reality~ Elevator managers 
do compete for wheat receipts with others in their general geographical 
area. Competition might be in the form of reduced grain handling 
charges to farmers. Additionally, competition might be indirectly in 
the form of increased sideline offerings. Interviews with elevator 
manager$ indicated that a primary reason for the large increase in $1.de-
line activities in recent years has been to attract farmers to their 
respective elevators. The opportunity for farmers to purchase sideline 
merchandise at a specific elevator location has caused many farmers to 
bring their grain to this same elevator. 
Achievement of the primary objective of the stud,y has relevance to 
the pricing and output policies initiated by government. A knowledge qf 
the costs of handling wheat enable$ governmentµ.), policy makers 1:o fore~ee 
the effects of the presence or absence of effective $upply control 
programs. The prof:i,t -positi.on of the firm can be affected by the$e pro-
grams~ Con$equently, determination of wheat handling costs at varying 
qua1'titie$ q.andled in conjunction with information on handling charges 
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permits governmental,decision ~aking to be effected with a knowledge of 
the relative price-cost positions for varying levels of supply control. 
Therefore, control of wheat supplies can achieve a predetermined position 
for profit margins, 
Gover~ental regulation of elevator charges for handling services 
can be viewed i~ relation to the level of cost incurred by elevators 
for this service, Handling charges fixed by the government coupled with 
governmental supply control of wheat production offer a means of setting 
profit margins from handling a fixed volume of grain. 
Governmental policies for Oklahoma 1he~t production and handling 
charges for wheat can be constructed with the objective of achieving a 
specified range of income to country elevijtors from the grain handling 
function. A knowledge of handling costs and revenues is essential if 
such an objective'is to be f~lftlled. 
The above policy implications, both from the firm and governmental 
viewpoint, suggest some of the reasons underlying research o~ determina-
.tion of grain handling costs for country elevators. 
CHAP':i:'ER II! 
THEORETICAL fRAMEWORK 
Since the subsequent empirical discussion will be primarily con-
cerned with the short run, the present theoretical concepts will be 
examined with emphasis upon this time viewpoint. A brief description 
of the l~mg-ru,n cost concept will be given only to indicate some of the 
relationships between costs and tevenues for various scales of plant. 
This description will not be presented to indicate comparative economies 
or diseconomies of scale associated with alternative plant capacities. 
Cost Concepts 
Time elements in cost analyses cr~ate different solutions for 
various adjustment alternatives faced by management. These adjustment 
alternatives, which are dependent upon the objective of the firm, are 
discussed in a later section. Suffice it to say at this point that 
situations involviq.g varying lengths of run appear pertinent to manage ... 
ment decisions of the firm. A discussion of cost elements necessitate!'> 
the spec:i,fication of tl;le time period under consideration. 
Numerous definitions exist for chssifying the variou$ time periods. 1 
However, a determination of cost fixity becomes progressively complex in 
1see for example, Leftwich, pp. 139-141; Kenneth E. Boulding, Economic 
Analysis (3rd ed., New York, 1955), pp. 568-569; and Alfred Marshall, 
Principles of E.conomics <8th ~d., New York, 1959), pp~ 314-315~ 
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empirical studies as the numb~r of time periods increases. Therefore, 
only two lengths of run were examined, namely, the short run and the 
long rm;1, '.i:;he sp.ort run has been defined earlier. The long run 11 is a 
period of time long enough for the firm to be able to vary the quantities 
2 per unit of time of all resou.rces used." 
Short-run Cost Considerations 
The cost components of country elevator operations that were con~ 
sidered to be fixed in the short run included management and elevator 
storage capacity. A theoretical set of short-run average and short~run 
marginal cost curves is illustrated in Figure 5. The symbols in the 
figures throughout this discu1:1sion denote the followin$ cost~: 
ATC = average total cqst 
AVC = average variable cost 
AFC r average fixed cost 
X/U.T. = output per unit of time 
Since average total costs are composed of fixed and variable costs, 
the average total cost curve decline,is beyond the p<;>;lnt of minimum 
average variable costs at point A because average fixed costs are mono-
tonically decreasing. 
The relationship between the proquction function and the short-run 
cost function helps to explain the shape of the theoretical cost curves 
3 (Figure 5). 
2Leftwich, p. 141. 
3The following discusi;ion of the relationship between productivity 
and costs is adapted from John Johnston, Statistical fQil Anal>7:sis (New 
York, 1960), pp. 10-11. 
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Figure 5. Theoretical Short-Run Cost Curves. 
The fol.low:i,ng conditions were assumed: 
I 
I 
MC 
I 
AC 
vc 
AFC 
1. The production function contains only one fixed and one 
variable input. 
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2. Marginal product and average product for the variable factor 
diminish after a certain point, 
3. The price of the variable factor is constant. 
Additional symbols and their definitionij !ire: 
A = number of units of the variable factor 
p = price per unit of the variable factor 
MP= marginal productivity of the vari~ble factor 
AP= average productivity of the variable factor 
The relationship between AVC and AP can now be shown.. 
Since 
and X AP"" A' 
then AVC = p • 1 
AP 
}? • A p • 1 Ave = - -X++ A 
A 
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Therefore, in wor~s, average variable costs are equal to the price 
of the variable factor ~ultiplied br the reciprocal of average product. 
This inverse relationship demonstrates that the ma~imization of average 
product is equivalent to the minimization of average variable costs. 
Conversely, tbe ma~imization of average variable costs results in the 
minimization of average product. 
A similar relationship e~ists between MC and MP. 
Since MC =i d {p •. A) 
dX 
and since pis constant by assumption, then 
d,A MC=1p 0 -ax, 
Furthermore, 
dX 
MP= dA .• 
Therefore, 
1 
MC=p .• .$K·:::i 
dA 
~. 
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The inverse relationship between marginal product and marginal cost 
shows that maximization of one results in minimization of the other. 
With these inverse relationships in mind between the production function 
and tH · short-run cost function, the basic reasons for the theoretical 
U-shaped cost curves become more evident. 
Ryan attributes the U-shape of the average variable cost and 
average total cost curves to the behavior pattern of the total variable 
cost and total cost curves. This pattern is primarily a reflection of 
4 the law of non-proportional returns. The law states: 
With a given method of production, the application of further 
units of any variable input ••• to a fixed combination of 
other factors ••• will, until a certain point is reached, 
yield more than proportional increases in output, and there-
after, less than proportional increases in output.5 
Therefore, the influence of this law upon the product curves, 
coupled with the inverse relationship between the product curves and the 
cost curves described above, results in a characteristic U-shape for 
the average variable cost curve, the average total cost curve, and the 
marginal cost curve. Since marginal product eventually decreases, 
marginal costs eventually increase. Even though average variable costs 
may decrease initially, once marginal costs begin to increase they will 
eventually equal the declining average variable costs. Successive out-
put increases beyond this point of equality will result in marginal costs 
in excess of average variable costs. Consequently, average variable 
costs will rise. Ultimately the increase in average variable costs will 
4william J. L. Ryan, Price Theory (London, 1958), p. 74. 
5Ibid . , p. 60. 
more than offset the decrease in average ii~ed costs. therefore, 
average total costs w~ll increase. 
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Emphasis is made at this point that the U-shaped c4rves are 
theoretical and do not necessarily describe cost curves found in empiri-
cal studies. In fact, according to Johnston, the hypothesis concerning 
cost-output variations which appears the most reasonable based upon 
empirical evidence does nQt hypoth~size the familiar U•shaped average 
cost curves described above. Instead the evidence indicates curves like 
those shown in Figure 6, 6 
$/X 
O X/U,T. 
figure 6, Alternative Theoretical Short-Run Cost Curves. 
6 Johnston, p. 13. 
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Conistant average variable costs and marginal costs are hypothe-
sized in Figure 6. Cons~qu~ntly, average total costs approach 
equality with average variable costs and mar$inal costs as output is 
increased. However, at extremely high levels of output the average 
variable cost curve could increase and cause the average total cost 
curve to turn up. Figure 6 is shown to demonstrate that over wide 
output ranges, aver1;tge variable costs may re~ain const;ant. 
A third possibility concerning the shape of the average variable 
7 
cost curve is described by Bain.. In certain cases, as shown in 
Figure 7, the shape of this curve might reveal a decrease in costs, a 
r~latively wide output range over which costs a~e constant, and 
finally a phase of increasing costs. 
$/X 
AVC 
0 
Figure 7, Theoretical Short-Run Average Variable Cost Curve. 
7 Joe$. Bain, Price Thepry (New York, 1952), pp. 106-109, 
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One explanation for the shape of this curve is ·related to the 
technical character of the plant, Plants with designs and techniques 
that permit increasing amounts of flexibility in determining the ratio 
of variable to fixed factors will tend to have fl~ter U-shaped 
variable cost curves than plants with less flexibility. 
A second reason is the amount of divisibility possible within 
the plant. lf the plant can be divided into several identical sub-
divisions, each subdivision capable of operating while some or all of 
the others a~e closed down, then the use of these additional subdivisions 
will result in the same proportion of variable to fixed factors while in-. 
creasing the total amount of the variable factors that are emfloyed. 
Since average fixed costs always decline as output increases, the 
average 1;:otal cost curve related to the average variable co1;1t curve in 
Figure 7 will decrease over a wide range of volµme increases. This 
range will be wider than would be ~he case if the average variable cost 
curve increased as soon as it reache4 its tow point. Average fi~ed 
costs are assumed to be identical in both instances. 
Examination of empirical cost curves in relation to the present 
study revealed average total cost curves similar to tqe one illustrated 
in Figure 6. Possiply, if the output range on tp,e1;1e empirical curves 
were extended to include larger outputs, then the average total cost 
curve would rise somewhere beyond the point where average variable costs, 
as shown in Figure 7, increased from their plateau. 
Alternative Scales of Plant 
The scale of plant is a determin~nt of the level of costs at various 
outputs. Theoretically, as the scale is increased the minimum point on 
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the average total cost curve for each succ~ssive scale is at a lower 
height up to a certain scale. In,,the usual textbook Ulu1;1trat:ion one 
scale of plant has. a min;i.mum point lower tl;lan all others. Larger 
scales of plant have minimum points that lie at progressively higher 
\ The above situations are shown in Figure 8 
for three scales of plant. The long~run average cost curve, LAC, 
"shows the l~ast; po1;1sible cost per unit: of p-roducing various outputs 
8 
when the firm has time to b1,1ild any de1;1:i,red scale of plant." 
$/"'f. 
0 
figure 8. Theoretical Scales of Plant. 
SA'TC3 
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The shape of. the long~run average cost curve is determ;i.ned by inter- I,/" 
nal economies and diseconomies of scale, The internal economies, which 
cause the long ... run average cost curve to declin~, incl~de "(l) increasing 
8Leftw;i.ch, p. 154. 
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possibilities of division and s~ecialization of labor, and (2) in-
creasing po~sibilities of using advanced technological developments 
and/ or larger machines. 119 The internal dis economies, which result bl. 
an increase in this curve as output and scale of plant are increased, 
''are generally based on a belief that eventually large bureaucratic 
organizations must become inefficient,"lO The problem of coordinl;ltion 
by management or "spreading itself too th:i,n" can cause this inefficiency. 
External economies anq diseconomies of increasing production 
cause downward and upward shifts in the long-run average cost curve, 
respectively. Improvements iq the quality of the resources furnished 
and greater effic:i,enci~s in the resource-furnishing industries result 
in external economies or decreasing costs, Increases in the demand 
for resources used in production result in external diseconornies or in-
11 
creasing costs, 
The shape of the long-run average cost curve in Figure 8 depicts 
the one usually illustrated initially in a theoretical cost discussion. 
However, recognition is given that. the curve can have a horizontal 
b f d ' · f 1 b ' 12 h ' 1 . ' f h segment e ore 1.seconon11.es o.- sea e eg1.n. T e imp. 1cat1.ons o t e 
exact shape of the long-run aver&ge cost curve and its related scales 
of plant to the objective of the firm are discussed shortly, First, a 
9:rbid., p. 156. 
10 Herbert H. Li,ebhaf$ky, The Nature of Price Theory (Homewood, 
Illinois, 1963), p. 175. 
11 
~eftwich, pp. 186~193. 
12see for example, Leftwich, p. 158; Joe S. Bain, Industrial Organi-
zation (New York, 1959), pp. 152-155; and John F, Due and Robert W. 
Clower, Intermed:;late Economic Analysis (4th ed,, Homewood, Illinois, 
1961),. p. 171. 
brief description of revenue functions, primarily in the realm of 
country grain elevator operations, is preseµted. 
Revenue Concepts 
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Consultation with agricultural specialists indicated that 
individual country elevator manag~rs charged a uniform grain handling 
rate for alternative volumes. However, uniformity may disappear when 
comparisons are made between managers, In either case the average 
revenue function from handling was assumed to be horizontal for any 
given elevator, 
A constant average revenue function results in a three~way 
equality between average revenue, marginal revenue, and price. Under 
these conditions total revenue is linear. The above relationships be-
tween the revenue functions depict an atmosphere o( pure competition 
for an individual firm, Revenue curves µnder this situation are 
illustrated in Figure 9, 
Theoretical Output Positions Under Alternative Objectives 
Firms comprising an industry have various objectives regarding 
their financial operation. These objectives could vary over time. 
Specifically, the maximization of profits might not always be the 
paramount objective of the firm. Profits are defined here to be the 
difference between total revenue and total costs. Alternative objec~ 
tives could include the minimization of costs or the maximization of 
gross revenues. In an oligopolistic situation, Baumol asserts that 
dollar sales maximization subject to a minimum profit constraint is 
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13 the typical objective in both the long run and the short run. If this 
assertion is extended to the more purely competitive setting surrounding 
cost and revenue pperations in the short ~un, then possibly above a 
minimum profit level total revenue may be the basic factor oi concern 
to the firm, 
$ 
TR 
0 U.T. 
Figure 9. Theoretical Revenue Curves Under Pure Competition. 
These considerations demonstrate a few of the potential objectives 
of the firm in its financial operation. The usual profit-maximizing 
motive of economic theory might not depict reality in many instances. 
While a long-run time span was not under analysis here, each scale 
of plant considered will have a different relationship to the constant 
13william J, Baumol, Business Behavior, Value~ Growth (New 
York, 1959), PPT 45-53. 
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average revenue curve, For example, assume that a horizontal ~verage 
revenue function exists. At any given level of output, the short-run 
average cost curve for each seal~ of plant will show a different 
relationship with average revenue in co~parison to all other scales of 
plant. Consequently, the degree to which any of the above objectives 
are achieved will depend upon the specific scale of plant and the 
level of output under consi~eration. 
CHAPTER l;V 
R~VIEW OF LlTERATURE 
Several research studies related to the determination of intra-
plant costs and scale in firm operations have been made. In some· 
instances, the method of analysis varied between these stupies, 
Research restricted to Kansas depicted costs of country elevator 
operations. 1 Basic data were compiled in 1951 and 1952. Thirty-seven 
cost items were budgeted for six capacity models, Each of these models 
was analyzed under two levels of sideline sa1es. For every cost com-
ponent an allocation was made to each of three basic functions. 
Under the assumption that management was above average, the objec-
tive of the Kansas ~tudy Wijs: 
••• to develop more spcific and dependable guides that 
management of a country elevator in the hard winter Wheat 
Belt could use to make a choice of the size of new elevator 
to build for their particular volume s~ecifications and 
grain marketing operating environment, . 
The elevator rated storage capacity models included: old 20,000 
bushel;; new 20,000 bushel; new 100,000 bushel, plus old 20,000 bushel; 
new 200,000 bushel, plus old 20,000 bushel; new 300,000 bushel, plus old 
20,000 bushel; and new 600,0QO bushel, plus old 20,000 bushel. Both the 
-_ · 1thomas E: '.Hall, Walter K. Davi.s,and 1 Howard Lf Hali, 'New Local 
Elevators, Farmer Cooperative Service, u. ~. Department of Agriculture, 
S~rvice·Report 12 (~ashington, 1955). 
2 Ibid., p. 76, 
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old and new 20,000 bushei elevators were of wood-cribbed iron-clad 
design. The remaining elevators were of slip-form concrete construction. 
At the time of the Kansas study, the old elevator was assumed to be 25 
to 30 years old. However, new and f$ster legs, loading out scales, and 
a truck lift had been added to the old elevator. 
Sideline sales were restricted to $30,000 and $145,000 annual sales 
volume in each model. Costs were apportioned to the merchandising or 
handling function, the grain storage function, and the sideline function. 
The first function was considered the primary function while the latter 
two were denoted as secondary. 
The initial budgeting procedure required a determination of the 
amount of each cost component at one level of grain merchandised or 
handled and of grain stored for the si~ capacity models. The level se-
lected for the merchandising or handlin~ f4nction was 150,000 bushels 
for both the old and new 20,000 bushel elevators and two times the 
rated capacity for the other larger new elevators. Levels 9f storage 
utilization were 15,000 bushels for the 20,000 bushel elevators and 90 
percent of rated capacity in each of the models for the new concrete 
elevators. 
fixed c9sts were treated as one component of total costs. However, 
variable costs were separated into four categories. Separation was made 
upon the bases described below. 
The four categories of variable expenses were: personnel expenses, 
slow or sticky expenses, other variable expenses, and nonoperating state-
ment expenses. Personnel expe.nses were placed in a separate category 
mainly because they accpunted for a relatively large proportion of total 
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costs. Slow or sticky expenses were those having a minimum, such as 
electric power costs, or those set by the elevator manager, such as 
advertising expense. Other variable expenses included expenses that 
varied more directly with volume changes. Finally, nonoperating state-
ment expenses included costs that were not listed as expenses in elevator 
audits. 
Variation in grain volume permitted determination of costs at levels 
other than the initial levels. Costs were determined for both the 
storage function and for the grain handling function at the two previously 
stated levels of sideline sales volume~ 
A maximum level of volume for the merchandising or handling function 
was predetermined for each model elevator capacity. Maximum annual 
merchandising Ot;' handling capacity was: 250,000 busheh for the 20,000 
bushe~ elevator; 400,000 bushels for the 100,000 bushel elevator; 600,000 
bushels for the 200,000 bushel eleyator; 900 1000 bushels for the 300 1000 
bushel elevator; and 1,500,000 bushels for the 600,000 bushel elevator. 
Likewise, maximum storage capacity was predetermined for each model. 
The maximum storage capacity used at any given time was 90 percent of 
rated capacity in the new concrete el.evators and 15,000 1:>ushels in the 
20,000 bushel elevator models. 
Average total costs fort~ grain merchandising and handling 
function at maximum volumes in each model ranged from a high of 5.08 
cents per bushel in th~ new 20,000 bushel model to a low of 2,63 cents 
per bushel in the model composed of the new 600,000 bushel and old 20,000 
bushel elevators, The four categories of variable costs, when combined 
into an aggregate average variable cost figure, monotonically decreased 
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in most instances as volume increased £or any given elevator model. 
However, at identical merchandising or handling volumes a comparison of 
these combined expenses showed maximum differences in average variable 
costs between any two models of only 0.3 and O,l cents per bushel when 
volume merchandised or handled was under 400,000 bushels and 400,000 
bushels or more, respectively. In contrast, at identical volumes the 
respective maximum differences in average total costs between models for 
volumes under 400,000 bushels and 400,000 bushels or more were 6.97 
and 1.52 cents per bushel. Consequently, differences in average total 
costs between models at the same volume of grain merchandised or handled 
were accounted for almost wholly by fixed costs, i~e., size of plant and 
equipment. Annual sideline volume was $145,000 for the above comparisons. 
For the storage function the inter-model differences betw~en average 
variable costs for the four combined variable cost categories at identical 
storage volumes never exceeded 0.13 cents per bushel when maximum 
storage capacity used was greater than 15,000 bushels. At 15,000 
bushels of utilized storage capacity the maximum inter-model cost 
difference was 1.53 cents per bushel. Average total storage costs at 
identical storage volumes differed between models by maximum amounts 
equal to 11.88 and 2,90 cents per bushel when ma~imum storage capacity 
used was greater than 15,000 bushels and 15,000 bushels only, 
respectively. Average total costs of the storage function when maximum 
storage capacity was used were highest, 11.44 cents per bushel, for the 
new 20,000 bushel elevator model and lowest, 5.14 cents per bushel, for 
the model composed of the new 600,000 bushel and old ~0,000 bushel 
elevators. Sideline volume did not affect storage costs. 
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Since the combined variable cost categories changed negligibly 
between models at identical handling or storage volumes, the authors 
noted that the inter-model differences in fixed cost per bushel would 
nearly equal the difference in average total costs. This equality 
would be especially valid at volume levels greater than a s;i.ngle turn-
over of the largest elevator under analysis. Therefore, if management 
was contemplating coqstruction of an_ elevator, then per bushel cost 
differentials between elevators of various sizes could be determined 
with only a knowledge of fixed cost estimates, 
A regional study similar in metho4 to the one abov~ was conducted 
to describe country elevator merchandising and storage costs for grains 
in the Corn Belt. 3 Costs were budgeted for facilities ranging in storage 
capacity from 30,000 bushels to 400,000 bushels. The old elevator 
model was similar in design and age to the pld elevator model d~scribed 
in the Kansas study, Primary grains handled or stored by Corn Belt 
elevators were soybeans and corq. Sideline sales volume was $100,000 in 
all of the models. 
Costs for Corn Belt elevators were budgeted over a volume range of 
100,000 to 11200,000 bushels for the grain merchandising and handling 
function. The highest average total costs, 17.76 cents per bushel, were 
incurred by the model compos~d of the old 30,000 bushel wood and new 
100,000 bushel concrete elevators at a volume merchandised and handled 
equal to 100,000 bushels. The model composed of the old 30,000 bushel 
3stanley K. Thurston and a. J. M4tti, Cost•Volume Relationships for 
New Country Elevators !!l th.e Corn Belt, Farmer Cooperative Service, 
u. s. Department of ~gric~lture, Service Report 32 (Washington, 1957), 
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wood elevator and four 25,000 bµshel concrete tanks had the lowest 
average total costs, 3.17 cents per bushel, when volume merchandised 
and handled was 1,200,000 bushels. 
Average total storage costs when budgeted over a volume range of 
15,000 to 360,000 bushels stored w~re highest at 15,000 bu&hels stored 
in the model composed of the old 30,000 bushel wood and new 60,000 
bushel concrete elevators. These costs were lowest at 360,000 bushels 
stored in the model composed of the old 30,000 bushel wood and new 
400,000 bushel concrete elevators. Total per bushel costs for the two 
models at the indicated volumes were 25.33 cents and 6.25 cents, 
respectively. 
At identical volumes, for both the ~erchandising and handling 
function and the storage function the variable costs per bushel differed 
negligibly between the models. However, at identical volumes a large 
difference existed between the models with respect to average fixed cost 
comparisons. Consequently, inter-model differences in average total 
costs at identical volumes were primarily due to differences in average 
fixed costsf 
Recently, a study of elevator merchandising and storage costs was 
4 
made for firms located in the Spring Wheat Belt. Individual units 
analyzed varied in capacity from a low of 40,000 bushels to a high of 
110,000 bushels. As would be expected, the majority of the grain mer-
chandised or stored was wheat. Inter-model differences in fixed and 
4Francis P. Yager, Countrx Elevators--Cost-Volume Relations i!! ~ 
Spring Wheat Belt, Farmer Cooper~tive Service, U. s. Department of Agri-
culture, Service Report 63 (Washington, 1963). 
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variable costs at identical merchappising and storage volumes were not 
emphasized. Sideline sales volume was approximately $30,000 in all of 
the rnodels. 
The volume of grain merchandised ranged from l2SJOOO bushels to 
1,191,000 bushels. The model with the highest average total merchan~ 
dising costs was a 40,000 bushel wood main house and two 30,000 bushel 
wood units. Storage volume was 55,000 bushels. The volume merchan-
dised and the corresponding merchandising costs were 145,000 bushels 
and 15.41 cents per bushel, respectively. Lowest merchandising costs 
were incurred by a model composed of the following facilities: 110,000 
bushel concrete main house; 100,000 bushel wood elevator; 40,000 bushel 
wood elevator; 30,000 busht:i\ wood elevator; and ten- 10,000 bushel steel 
tanks. Storage volume was 285,000 bushels. ~he merchandising costs were 
4,27 cents per bushel and the volume merchandised was 1,115,000 bushels. 
Storage volumes analyzed ranged from 55,000 qushels to 285,000 
bushels. Highest storage costs were in~urred by a model composed of a 
40,000 bushel wood main house and two 30,0QO bushel wood units. The 
volume merchandised was 125,000 bushels while the volume stored and the 
storage costs were 75,000 bushels and 18.91 cents per bushel, respectively. 
Lowest storage costs were also achieved from this same model. These 
lowest costs occurred at a merchandising volume of 414,750 bushels and a 
storage volume 9f 85,250 bushels. Per bushel storage expenses were 
9.21 cents. 
A study designed to estimate cpst funetio.ns ;for feed mitis was 
5 
conducted in the mid~1950'i, Emphasis was upon the production and 
overhead costs of the operation. The costs of feed ingredients and 
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other raw materials were not consideredf Consequently, only the actual 
costs of mixing feed were analyzed, 
Short-run and long-r4n cost functions were estimated in the feed 
mill study. The inclusion of a capacity variable in the determinatiop. 
of the cost functions wa~ ~mployed for both time periods. Least squares 
regression analysis was applied to annual cost, volume, and capacity data 
from 29 feed mixing plants. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
where: 
The models included; 
.5 
Y = b~Xl + b2X2 
• 7 ~ = blXl + b2X2 
x1= annual volume of feed mixed 
x2= unused ~i~ing capacity on an annual basis. 
Equations (1) and (2) were eliminated after being fitted to the 
2 data due to a lower R than in equations (3) and (4), When fitted to 
the data, equation (3) resulted in the regression equation Y = 70.04x1 ' 8 
+ 0.301x2 and an R2 of 0 1 979 while equation (4) resulted in the regression 
.9 2 
equation Y = 22.702X1 + 0.30X2 and an R equal to 0.986. 
5aichard fhillips, "Empirical Estimates of Cost Functions for Mb;ed 
Feed Mills in the Midwest," Asricultu:r~l Economics Research, VIII (1956), 
PP• 1,.8 • 
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The variables included in the equations demonstrate qne approach 
in the determination of l01;1g .. run and short .. run average cost curves. The 
former curves can be obtained by letting x2 equal zero in each equation, 
solving for a series o:!: total costs at alternative volumes of feed mixed, 
and dividing the result for each volt,ime by the mixing volume. Solution of 
the latter curves for several capacities is achieved by calculating the 
decrease in Y resulting from a given decrease in x1 in conjunction with 
the corresponding increc;l.se in. z;4 and dividing the re!>ult by the remaining 
value of x1 in each case. 
The basic reason for inc:J,.uding a capacity variable was as follows, 
A simple regression qf cost on output does not provide an 
appropriate estimate of the long-run total and average cost 
functions when the plants studied operate at various points 
on their short-run average cost functionsf When actual plant 
capacity can be measured realistically, the introduction of 
a cavacity variable into the model. provides one means of 
adjusting for variations in short-run output. 6 
A cogent appraisal of the feed mill study sounds a note of caution 
. f. ' f . f · · d 7 1,n 1.tt1.ng cost unctions J;"om cross .. eect;1.on ata. The primary con-
clusion of this appraisal is that a priori reasoning should be utilized 
to a high degree in sdectiqg the form of the equation, Furthermore, 
high correlation coefficients and significant regr~ssion 
coefficients resulting from several eqqation l]lodels obtained subsequently 
to the a priori selection of the equation forms emphasize the extreme 
care ne·cessary if the researcher ;is to achieve results that realistically 
6Ibid., p. 8, 
7J. F. Stollsteimer, R. G. Bressler, and J. N. Boles, "Cost Functions 
from Cross-Section Data-•Fact or Fantasy?" Agriculturd Econom:Lcs Research, 
XIlX (1961), pp, 79~88. 
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describe the data, The authors suggest that plotting the observations 
is one technique that will give the researcher a "feeling" for his data. 
Research conducted at O~lahoma Sta,te University in 1958 was designed 
to construct cost curv~s for grain merchandised at country elevator 
points. 8 Long-run and short-run cost functions were determined in this 
study. 
A synthetic approach was used to calculate the amount of cost for 
18 cost components. The sources of information for these costs included 
contractor estimates, audits, and previous research studies. 
Elevator bin capacities budgeted were 20,000; 50,000; 100~000; 
200,000; and 300,000 bushels. Farmer~ were assumed to harvest two-
ninths of the wheat crop during the peak day of harvest. Transportation 
facilitiE:!s for moving wheat from the country el1;1vator to the terminal 
market were assumed to be available within one day of the time needed. 
The two assumptions described above permitted establishment of the 
size of harvest which could be moved through the five elevator bin 
capacities. Consequently, the elevator merchandising capacities required 
to handle the harvests were 90,000; 225,000; 450,000; 900,000; and 
1,350,000 bushels. These five merchandising capacities and their 
respective total synthesized costs were assumed to represent five points 
on a long-run total cost function. 
Least squares regression analysis was used in fitting three forms 
of statistical functions to the five points in order to derive a 
8T. P. Crigler, "A Method of Economic Analysis for Decision Making 
by Cooperative Elevator Associations" {unpub, l'h 0 D. dissertation, Okla-
homa State University, 1958)r 
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long-run total cost function. A linear, second degree polynomial, and 
logarithmic function were the statist;i.cal model,s exam;i.ned. A low R2 
and lac~ of compatibility with theory caused rejection of the first 
and third forms, respectively. The second degree polynomial resulted 
in the following total cost re~ressionequation: 
TC: = $12,000. + • 03 722X .,. • OOOOOOQ108X2 R2 = .990191 
where: 
X = bushels of wheat merchandised. 
Therefore, the long.,run aserage cost and lop.g .. run marginal cost 
functions were, respectively: 
Ac= $12.000. + ,03722 ~ .00000001oax 
X 
MC= .Q3722 • .0000000216X 
In each instance, inser~ion of varying amounts of wheat merchandised 
into the above average cost equation gives the long-run average cost and 
minimum short .. run average cost of merchandising that specific quantity 
of wheat. l'he minimllm point is also the terminal point on the short-run 
average cost curve for the scale of plant which should be constructed 
to merchandise that amount of wheat. 
Short-run average costs fol;' each scale of plant were calculated 
for various quaqtities that were less than the quantity represented at 
the terminal poi.nt on each short-run average cost curve. Inspection of 
the cost budgets led to the conclusion that; 
• the variable costs made qp such a small portion of 
th~ total cost that, for pll'act:i,cal purposes, they were negli~ 
$ible. As a res~lt, the &hort-run total cost function is con-
st;:int over the relative range. The short-run average cost 
curves generated by constant total-cost functions are rectangular 
hyperbo~af.1,9 
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Therefori=, once a totd cost had been computed :for a specific 
q1,1antity of whea~ merchandised, the division of this total cost figure 
by varioµs lesser quanti,ties of wheat tQ.erchandised would give a series 
of points on a short-run average cost curve. Since the short-run 
total costs were assu~ed constant, the short-run marginal costs were 
zero. 
CHAPTER V 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The objective of the determination of wheat handling costs 
incurred by different capacities of all-grain country elevators at 
various grain volume levels can be achieved by several methods. 
Alternative Approaches 
One method of approach would have included the computation of 
wheat handling costs for various volumes for elevators of given 
capacities. Such a procedure would be applied to as many different 
capacity levels as desired. The result would be a schedule of 
handling costs for a series of elevators of varying capacities. 
Costs incurred by an elevator operating at a given volume 
level with a specific scale of plant might or might not have been 
included in this schedule, Consequently, such a schedule would have 
been of only limited usefulness to country elevator operators through-
out the wheat-producing region of Oklahoma. 
A second method would be a freehand-smoothing approach, When 
this method is employed the cost data are plotted on graph paper and 
a continuous curve is drawn through the plotted points by visual 
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inspection 11 in such a way as to pass approximately throt1gh the center 
of the observations all along its course. "1 
Use of the freehand curve might give a satisfactory description of 
the reliation when the origini:tl obaervations c).osely indicated the nature 
of the relation between the variables. aowever, if the observations 
were widely scattered and the relationahip was not so obvious, then the 
freehand curve could vary between different researchers, Prior to the 
drawing of a freehand curve, there should be certain logical limitations 
placed upon the shape of the curve, These limitations would be based 
llpon the relationship under analysis. 2 
A third method to describe the relationship between variables wot1ld 
be through the use of a mathematical equation. Curves fitt~d to data 
by the equation method have an advantage over the freehand approach 
when a logical basis exists for expecting a specific relation to occur 
between the variables. 3 The use of mathematical equations was the 
approach employed in this study. In the follow:i,ng section the reaspns 
for using this approach a.re presented. 
Approach Used 
In the data under analysis, a relationship typifying a theoretical 
short-run average total cost curve was expected, This expected relation-
ship would be a decreasing function of the vo;l.ume of wheat handled. 
~orq.ecai :Ezekiel and Karl A, Fox, Methods of Correlation and Re-
s.res,sion Analysis (3rd e<,i,~, New York, 1959), p, 104. 
2 Ibid., pp. 104 and 107. 
3Ib:l..d., p. 109. 
Theoretically, the function would be expected to decrease at a de-
creasing rate, to reach a minimum, and then to increase with higher 
volume levels due to a decline in the efficiency of certain v~riable 
resources, notably labor. 
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However, the objective of this study was not to depict a maximum 
level of handling voluTI1e, where "maximum" could denote either maximum 
efficiency or a maximum level of total physical output in the sense of 
the total volume of wheat handled. Accordingly, the only necessary 
shape of the average total cost curve that was expected on an a priori 
basis was one that tended to decrease at a decreasing rate with increases 
in wheat volume levels. Whether the curve would or would not turn up-
ward would de~end upon the upward range on the volume variable. A 
visual inspection of the plotted data might serve to indicate whether 
the average total cost curve turned upward within the range of the ob-
servati.ons, 
Mathematical equationi;; were iitted to the to'ta,l cost data. ',rhese 
equations were based upon a vhual inspection of the plotted data and 
upon the existence of a logical basis for expecting the shape of the 
resultant average total cost qurve to appear similar to the one de-
scribed above. The technique used and some of the qualifications that 
should be made when mathematie~l equations are fitted to data are 
presented in the following section, 
Regression Technique Used 
Least-squares regression analysis was the technique used in thts 
study. The use pf regression analyses in fitting a curve to a set of 
points has been utilized often in research studies in agricultural 
economics. What was the purpose of ~u~h analyses? An examination of 
this aspect of the regression approach indicated some of th~ ways the 
method could be used with validity. 
Regress::j.on tec]:miques between vari11bles aid in estiml'lting or pra-
4 dieting one of the variables, The regression of the dependent vari-
able upon the independent variable can be fitted to a linear or 
curvi~inear relationship. Several independent variables can be studied 
to determine the de~ree pf relationship between this group of variables 
and the dependent variable to be predicted, 
As previously stated, a cu~vilinear relation was e~pected. There-
fore, the form, of the regression equation to be fitted to the total 
cost data was one th,t permitted curvilinearity in the resultant 
average cost curve. Total cost was regressed upon the bushels of wheat 
1;).andled. These were the only two v,iiri~bles analyzed. 
The paired observations on costs and wheat volume handled should 
satisfy certain requirements for testing short-run cost-output relation-
ships ft· Johneton noted th.at in an ;ldeal sense the p~ired observations 
should satisfy the following conditions: 
1. The basic time period for each pair of observations 
should be one in which the observed output was achieved by a 
unifor~ rate of production within the period. I~ would not 
be desirable, for example, to have 4 weeks as the basic time 
period if there were substantial weekly variations in the rate 
of production for the 4~week figures would then be averages 
whi~h might obscure the true unde~lying cost curve. 
4 Paul G. Hoel, Introduction !Q Mathematical Statistics (2nd ed., 
New York, 1954), p. 125. 
2. The observations on cost and output should be properly 
paired in the sense that the cost figure is directly associated 
with the output figure. This condition would not be satis-
fied, for example, if we paired accounting data for weekly 
periods where the wages paid in any given week were, in fact, 
based on the number of hours worked in the previous week. 
3, We should also like a wide spread of output observa-
tions so that cost behavior could be observed at widely differ-
ing rates of output. This result could be achieved by having 
a very large number of experimental firms, all of the same 
fixed capacity, and instructing each to produce at a certain 
rate, these arbitrary rates being chosen to give the desired 
range of output levels. Or we might have a small number of 
experimental firms, all of the same fixed capacity, and vary 
the rate of output over various periods of time. In both 
cases it would be necessary for the observations on any given 
rate of output to relate only to periods when the firm was 
fully adjusted to producing at that rate and doing so with 
maximum efficiency within the assumed capacity constraint. 
4. It would also be necessary to keep the experimental 
data uncontaminated by the infiuence of factors extraneous to 
the cost-output relationship itself, For example, we should 
not wish to record cost observations which were influenced 
by variations in the prices paid by the firm(s) for factors 
of production such as labor, raw materiais, etc. Secondly, 
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we should not want different observations to relate to different 
environments of technical knowledge and expertise; instead, we 
should require that each firm in each period shguld have at its 
disposal the same stock of technical knowledge, 
__,,_ 
It should be emphasized that these requirements were ideal and did 
not necessarily depict reality. In this cost analysis, as is shown 
later, these ideal requirements were not satisfied in their entirety. 
Johnston recognized that data extracted f~om the real world fall 
short of fulfilling one or more of the four conditions listed above. 6 
For example, if a cross-sectional study were made, very few firms would 
be found with a specific capacity limit, Consequently, if a series of 
5 Johnston, pp. 26-27, 
6 Ibid., pp. 28-29. 
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output observations for several fixed capacities were obtained, then 
given firms would need to be studied over successive time periods during 
which their capacities remained the same. However, the capacity of 
these firms could have changed over time. 
Also, in the event that published cost information existed, the 
information could have been for time periods that were undesirably long 
for a uniform rat~ of production to have occurred. Even internal 
accounting data could have been too long to obtain a uniform rate. 
Extrapolation of the data out~ide the observed range of paired 
observations on cost and volume would be desirable if the extrapolations 
described the new situation realistically. Since no actual observations 
existed within the extrapolated sections of the data, there would be no 
certainty that these observations would have depicted the expected 
reality. 
Regarding extrapolation, Ezekiel and Fox stated: 
A rough rule-of-thumb ha~ been given that estimates beyond 
the observed range should never be made, or, if they must 
be made, should be regarded as exceptionally hazardous. 
ti·· oil 4 0 0 ~. 0 ~ Cl O O O 4' 0 'It O O O VG 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Extrapolation of the regression equation or curves beyond 
that range, , . represents an extension into unknown fields 
where sudden changes in the nature of the relations might 
conceivably occur. A priori ~nowledge of the relations, 
based on technical facts and theories, or on other evidence, 
may justify extrapolations of the cµrves. 7 
In this study an extrapolation of the data was not made. The pri-
mary reason for not extrapolating the data was the existence of uncertain-
ty with respect to the amount of the labor cost component. Since labor 
costs were the largest item of expense, the effects of this component 
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upon average total costs should not be underemphasized. Furthermore, 
certain other costs were derived from the labor bill. Th~se costs 
includech workmen's compiansation insurance and comprehensive general 
liability insurance, fidelity bond expense, and social security tax, 
The expected levels of labor costs, both permanent and seasonal, 
and the costs derived from these labor expenses were not ~nown. There-
fore, an extrapolation of the costs beyond the range of the volume 
observations on wheat handled was not made. Such an extrapolation 
would not have added any reliable knowledge to the cost-volume relation-
ships. 
Classification of the Firms 
Several alternative types of firm classifications could have been 
made. Each type could be used with a specific purpose in mind. 
First, firms could have been classified upon the basis of the 
number of plants under one owne+ship. Single units versus multiple 
units would be one type of ownership cbssif;i.cat;ion. Multiple-unit firms, 
in contrast to single~unit firms, operate plants at several geographical 
locations. This method of classification was used in a 1954 cost study 
. 8 
of cooperative elevators. 
A second method of firm classification could have bee~ based upon 
the form of ownership. In the elevator industry a logical separation 
of this type would have been into private firms and cooperative firms. 
8Adlow~ L. Larson and Howards. Whitney, Relative Efficiencies .!?i 
Single-Unit .!!!9 Multiele~Unit .Coo~er1a,tive Elevator .?rganization~.~ Okla-
homa Agricultural E~periment Station Bul. B~426 (Stillwater, 1954). 
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A third method could have involved separating the firms into various 
levels of dollar sales volume, Sales in this case could have included 
revenue from merchandising or handling grain, from storing grain, and 
from sideline activities. 
A fourth metho~ of classification could have been based upon the 
rated storage capacity of the firms. This method was the one used in 
this study. Single-unit country grain elevators were selected and 
divided into rated storage capacity groupings. The handling function 
was the function under analysis. Therefore, the classification by 
storage capacity did not include sideline sales. 
Several reasons existed for utilizing the above approach in this 
study. First, the objective of determining the handling costs for all-
grain elevators of alternative capacities necessitated a classification 
of firms by capacity. 
Second, since dollar sales volume of sideline activities fluctuated 
widely between firms in the real world, no specific level of sideline 
sales volume depicted the majority of the elevators. Consequently, 
sideline activities were discussed from the viewpoint of adding flexi-
bility to an elevator that was initially handling grain only. 
Third, the inclusion of multiple-unit firms in the analysis would 
have required a detailed study of several models. Each model would have 
included a different number of firms under a single ownership or manage-
ment. An inspection was made of the audits for 59 cooperative elevator 
organizations that had handled a part of the 1962 Oklahoma wheat crop. 
Only 17 of these associations had a multiple-unit structure. 
6li-
Cpnsequt;ntly, a decision was made to exclude multiple-unit models. Cost 
studies for these models could be conducteq in a separate report. 
The elevator cost co~ponents in this study were based upon expenses 
incurred by cooperative firms. Access to previous research data on 
cooperatives and a willingness by cooperative managers to discuss the 
cost aspects of their operation were the basic reasons for using cost 
data from cooperative elevator operations. However, practicaiiy all of 
the cost components were applicable to firms operated under a private 
ownership structure. 
Budgeting of the Data 
Phillips recognized two techniques for determining cost-volume 
relationships. He stated: 
The problem of determining reliable cost functions may be 
approached either (1) by budgeting from relevant produc-
tion and price data or (2) by observing cost and volu~e 
data from a representative sample of operating firms. 
One criticism of the former met;hod would be the fr~quently large 
and expensive research cost involved in synthesizi,ng the dfl,ta, The 
latter approacn often would have the advantage of using readily avail-
10 
able cross-sectional data, 
Despite the above criticism of the budget approach, a budgeting of 
the majority of the cost components was carried out in the present 
analysis. The reasons for this procedure are described below, 
9Phillips, p. L 
lO 11 · 1 d B 1 79 Sto ste~mer, Bresser, an o es, p, . 
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First, the fact that practically all country grain elevators in 
Oklahoma incurred expenses from a sideline function in addition to the 
grain functions would render a cross-sectional cost analysis of elevators 
nearly meaningless, Each firm would have to have been analyzed in de-
tail through individual interviews with the managers and through obser-
vations of the workers in order to isolate the cqsts that were appli-
cable only to the grain-handling function. 
Second, many cost constituents, as discussed in detail latery could 
be budgeted without large research costs, Research costs of personal 
interviews were lower than research costs of lengthy time 1;tnd motion 
studies, Interviews with elevator managers and agricultural specialists 
were used to obtain many of the cost components in this study. 
Third, cross-sectional data from audits depicted elevators with 
many types of design. For example, some firms had flat storage facili-
ties in addition to concrete tanks while other firms had only concrete 
tanks, Consequently, if cross-sectional data had been used, then an 
individual firm analysis would have been required in order to isolate 
the grain-handling costs attributable to each model design, 
CHAPTER VI 
APPLICATION OF THE METHOD 
The selection of the elevator models, the calculation of the costs 
incurred by country elevators in handling grain, and the subsequent 
fitting of equqtions to these costs constitute the main part of this 
chapter. Some potential revenue functions are also discussed. The 
cost and revenue functions are then related to each other. 
General Description of the Model Facilities Budgeted 
The ten models and their initial costs for construction and 
auxi~iary equipment were obtained from contractor estimates, The 
elevators were deemed by the contractor to be typical country elevators 
in an area bounded roughly by the Rocky Mountains, Missouri River, 
Mexico, and Canada. Construction costs of the models were exclusive of 
any areas where union labor would have been a factor. 
Each elevator was a vertical concrete type. Standard equipment on 
most elevators included an overhead electric trucklift, an elevator legJ 
an electric manlift, a dust fim., an automatic shipping scale, a remotely 
controlled electric distributor, and a load-out spout, A belt conveyor 
was added to elevators with a storage capacity of 300,000 bushels or 
more, Elevators with a storage capacity of 500,000 bushels or higher 
had a semi-truck dumper and a power shovel~ A truck scale and an office 
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were standard equipment on all mod.els. A detailed description of the 
facilities for each of the ten models is presented in Appendix A. 
Relative Importance of Selected Costs 
A first approximation of the costs important in country elevator 
operations was obtained by an examination of the annual audits of 
cooperative grain elevators. Emphas;i.s is made at this point that such 
an examination gave only a rough estimation of the importance of these 
costs, especially since the grain handling function was the primary one 
under consideration in this study. Costs shown in audit statements were 
not allocated to the various operating functions. Table VII shows the 
relative importance of these costs. The data in this table represented 
the average amounts for 59 cooperative elevators. 
Two criteria were usec;l in selecting the audits from which the 
costs in Table VII were assembled. First, only firms that had an audit 
on file in the Department of Agricµltural Economics covering the 1962 
wheat crop were considered. The f:j.scal year of the firm had to include 
the period May 2, 1962 to June 29, 1962 to meet the first criterion. 
Second, the audit had to have a Statement of Wheat Account in order to 
be chosen. This criterion eliminated cooper~tive cotton gins, feed 
associations, lumber cooperatives, and other types of associations that 
did not have an elevator. 
The 59 cooperatives ranged in rated storage capacity frot\l 95,000 ~· 
to 1,700,000 bushels. All of the firms, with the exception of one, were 
located in the western half of Oklahoma. Sideline sales volumes 
fluctuated from a low of $11,000 to a high of $907,000. 
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TABLE VII 
ANNUAL EXPENSE · COMPONENTS IN DOLLARS AND AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENSE.,. 
AVERAGE OF 59 COOPERATIVE ELEVATORS: OKLAHOMA, 
1962 WHEAT CROP 
Expense 
Salaries and Wages 
Manager's Salary 
Other Salaries and Wages 
Depreciation 
Insurance and Bonds 
Interest 
Taxes 
Utilities 
Telephone and Telegraph 
Repairs 
Supplies 
Advertising 
Truck Expense 
Administrative and Selling Expense 
Directors' Fees 
Audit Expense 
Donations 
Dues and Subscriptions 
Lease and Rentals 
Annual Meeting and Travel 
Scale Inspection 
General Expensea 
Employee Insurance 
Total 
Amount 
-Dollars-
7,335 
38,647 
437 
471 
244 
362 
330 
478 
280 
4,356 
: 4~,982 
17,765, 
4,724 
4,785 
8,094 
3,841 
781 
2,906 
2,192 
1,330 
2,552 
6,958 
687 
102 597 
Percentage of 
Total Expense 
7.15 
. 37 ,67 
.43 
,46 
,24 
,35 
,32 
.47 
.27 
4,25 
44.82 
17.32 
4.60 
4.66 
7,89 
3,74 
• 76 
2,83 
2.14 
1.30 
2.49 
6,79 
.67 
100.00 
aincludes postage, yard improvement, fumigant, box rent, educational 
expense, bank charges, inventory fees, storage expense, uniform expense, 
freight, burglar alarm service, sedimentation test, rodent extermination, 
hauling expense, stock show premium~, flowers, shop expense, wheat expense, 
mill expense, station expense, cleaning and treating expense, fertilizer 
expense, seed analysis, produce expense, tonnage fee$,'. · '. .: .. . :"' ::. '. . 
elevator expense, retirement expense, collection expense, fuel expense, 
maintenance contracts, propane, appliance and hardware store expense, in-
spection and handling, wheat samplers' expense, alfalfa seed expense, ser-
vice contract, farm supply expense, grinding expense, tractor expense, 
equipment maintenance, heating, harvest expense, sacks, gas, oil, kerosene, 
feed tags, elevator inspection, building permit, coopering cars, inspec-
tion and service, gasoline plant expense, warehouse expense, demurr$g~, 
patronage and sales analysis, soil samples, and filing fee. 
Source: Annual audits of 59 cooperative associations, 
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The expense groupings in Table VII were extracted for the most 
part from previous research findings, but were not identical with them.~ 
A certain amount of subjectivity was involved in deciding upon the ex• 
pense groupings to be made. The primary basis upon which the cost 
groupings in Table VII were made was the amount of consistency with 
which the expenses appeared in the audits. Expenses that did not appear 
regularly in the audits were included in the category of general expense. 
The other expenses in Table VII appeared in practically all of the Detail 
of Expenses statements in each audit. 
A superficial inspecti9n of Table VII reveals that salaries and 
wages and depreciation are the two largest cost components. These two 
items account for a combined total of over 6Z percent of aggregate 
expenses, Taxes aqd general expense are the biggest expense items in 
the remaining group of 18 expense components. No other expenses account 
for over five percent of the total. The largest of these minor expenses 
are interest, insurance and bonds, and utilities. 
The seven cost items mentioned above accounted for nearly 90 per-
cent of total costs. The remaining 10 percent were distributed between 
13 other expense items. Directors' fees and the annual meeting component 
of annual meeting and travel expense were not incurred by firms operated 
under private ownership. 
1 Larson and Whitney, p. 7. 
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Cost Components Included in the Analysis 
An examination of Table V!I in conjunction with several published 
research studies resulted in a compilation of costs for 16 cost 
2 
components. These components were selected upon two bases. 
First~ the cost component must have been relevant to the grain 
handling function. If the cost was incurred solely because of the 
existence of a grain storage function or a sideline function, then the 
expense was not included in the empirical cost budgets. 
Second, the amount of the cost must have been a realistic represen-
tation of the specific cost component. As discussed in detail later, 
the estimation of certain components was not deemed feasible pecause of 
difficulties in the determination of annual cost figures that would 
have been useful to elevator operators. These components varied to such 
a high degree between areas and firms that their inclusion in cost 
budgets would have had little value for any specific elevator manager 
or owner. 
2These published studies have been discussed in Chapter IV. Most 
of the cost components were extracted from the research by Crigler and 
by Hall, Davis, and Hall. The cost constituents used by Yager and by 
Thurston and Mutti were similar to those listed in the first two studies. 
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Each cost component used in, the current study and the method of cost 
calculation are described below. 3 The annual cost budgets for the ten 
models are presented in Appendix B. 
Depreciation of Elevator and Machinery 
A straight-line method of depl'.,'eciation was used. Elevator and 
machinery costs were grouped together. These two items of equipment 
were assumed to have a 40-year life. ConsequentlyJ the depreciation 
rate was 2 1/2 percent per year. A zero salvage value was assumed, 
The annµal cost was computed by applying this rate to the contractor 
estimates of the purchase price of the elevator and machinery. 
Depreciation of Office and Scales 
Again, a straight-line depreciation method was used. A 20-year life 
with no salvage value was assumed to exist for the office and scales. 
The resulting five percent rate of depreciation was applied to the pur-
chase cost estimates that were furnished by the contractor. 
3A f ' d' ' ' f . h d 
.n accountant rom a cooperative au iting service urnis e 
information on the calculation of the following costs: depreciation of 
elevator, machinery, office:, and scales; federal warehouse · bond; rail-
road lease; social security tax; audit expense; annual meeting expense; 
directors' fees; and interest on capital~ An insurance agent for 
cooperative elevators, who wa~ also a recognized leader in the Oklahoma 
grain trade, supplied information on the calculation of the following 
costs: insurance on elevator, machinery, office, and scales; work-
men's compensation insurance and comprehensive general liability in-
surance; federal warehouse bond; :l;idel:i.ty boo,d; and electric power ex-
pense. Additional sources of cost calculation are stated in the dis-
cussion of the individual cost components. 
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Insurance on Elevator and Machinery 
Protection against loss on elevator and machinery from tire, 
explosion, windstorm, and hail was provided by this insurance. The 
amount of coverage was equal to 90 percent of the initial purchase 
price. Individual rates per $100 of coverage were $.072 for fire and 
explosion and $.014 for windstorm and hail. The combined rate of $.086 
was applied to the amount of coverage. 
Insurance on Office and Scales 
The insurance rate was $.382 per $100 of coverage on fire, explo-
sion, windstorm, and hail. Ninety percent of the ~nitial purchase price 
was the amount of coverage on office and truck scales. The above rate 
was applied to the amount of coverage. 
Workmen's Compensation Insurance and Comprehensive 
General Liability Insurance 
Workmen's compensation insurance covered the employer's liability 
to the employees under the Oklahoma Workmen's Compensation Law from 
accidents or sickness arising out of their employment. 
Comprehensive general liability insurance covered the employer's 
liability to the customers and the public from accidents involving 
bodily injury or property damage, 
One-fourth of the employees were assumed to work in the office and 
three-fourths in the elevator. Under this assumption the insurance rate 
per $100 of payroll was $3.42. 
payroll expenses were obtained from questionnaires. Subsequently, 
payroll expenses were adjusted by a regression equation. Application 
of the rate to the adjusted payroll expense gave the budgeted annual 
insurance cost. 
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Federal Warehouse Bond 
A federal wareh,ouse bond, rather than a state war~house . bond., wae 
included in each model since discussions with grain elevator specialists 
indicated the former type to predominate in O~lahoma, Rates per $1,000 
of federal warehouse bond were as follows; $5 for first·$10,000 of 
coverage; $2.50 for next $15,000 of coverage; and $1.25 for any cover-
age in excess of $25,000, 
The amount of coverage was $.15 per bushel for the first 1,000,000 
bushels of rated capacity; $.10 per bushel for the next 1,000,000 
bushels of rated capacity; and $.OS per bushel for all amounts over 
2,000,000 bushels of rated capacity. These r~tes were applied to the 
amount of coverage in order to Qompute the cost of the federal warehouse 
bond for each model. 
Railroad Lease 
The amount of this expense was constant each year so long as the 
amount of siding and land leased from the railroad remained the same. 
Also, the costs of the railroad lease would not vary widely between 
elevators. The amount of this cost component was fixed at $100 per year 
in every model. 
Fidelity Bond 
This bond covered the manager and the employees, Two types of 
fidelity bonds could be purchased. They were (1) individual schedule 
bond and (2) blanket position bond, The first type covered one pr 
more named individuals while the second type covered all employees in 
one blanket coverage. 
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An average coverage of $15,000 was used in all of the models, The 
annual rate for the indiv~dual schedule bond was $4.50 per $1,000 of 
coverage per person, For $15,000 of coverage, the annual rate schedule 
for the blanket position bond is shown in Table VIlI. 
TABLE VIII 
ANNUAL RA.TES FOR $15 1 000 OF BLANKET POSITION BOND COVERAGE WITH VARIOUS 
NUMBERS OF EMPLOYEES 
Annual Rate Number of EmEloiees 
-Dollars-
151.30 5 or less 
162.65 6 
174,00 7 
185.34 8 
196,69 9 
208.04 10 
Source: Personal interview with an elevator i~surance agept, 
Calculation of fidelity bond costs revealed that if the firm had 
only one or two employees, then the individual schedule bond would cost 
the least amount. However, if there were three or mar~ employees, then 
bond costs would ~e lower when the blanket position bond was purch~sed. 
The number of permanent employ~es at various leve~s of grain 
volume handled was obtained from questionnaires. Subsequently, the 
appropriate bond rate s~qedule, either for the individual schedule bond 
or for the blanket position bond, was used to determine the amount of 
the fidelity bond costs. 
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Total Salary Expense 
A personal interview was conducted with the indivldual managers of 
ten elevators located in eight counties in the wheat-producing area of 
Oklahoma. During the course of this interview, a five-page questionnaire 
was filled out. The questions in the questionnaire centered around the 
cost aspects of the individual etevators, Background information on the 
grain-handling function was obtained from the early sections. In the 
final section of the questionnaire, the manager was asked to estimate 
the total number of employees and the total salary at various wheat-
handling volumes under the assumption that the only function of the 
elevator was to handle grain. This estimation was obtained in the manner 
described below, 
From the annual audit ~he manage~ was reminded of the number of 
bushels of wheat that his firm handled for the fiscal year of his firm 
including the 1962 wheat crop~ Subsequently, he was asked how many 
permanent employees he would hire at this level of wheat handled if he 
had only a grain-handling function. Simultaneously, the total labor 
cost, inclusive of permanent and seasonal labor, for this volume was 
obtained from the manager. 
In the following questions each manager was told that all situations 
involving changes in the amount of wheat handled were assumed to be 
permanent. In this sense "permap.ent" qenoted that the change was expected 
to last for several years. An effective government program designed to 
alter wheat supplies was assumed to be the primary initiatin$ force, A 
further assumption t~roughout the interview was that the rated storage 
capacity of the elevator did not change. 
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Handling volt,lllles above ~nd Qelow the 1962 level were then obtained, 
The manager wa~ asked the alternative levijls of bushels of wheat handle9 
at which he would add or subtract one .pr more permanent employees, 
Following this response, he was asked how much these additions or sub-
tractions would change his labor costs, Both seasonal and permanent 
labor cost changes were included in this last answer. The final result 
of the above information w~s a series of paired observations on total 
labor costs and wheat handling volumes for ten elevator capacities. 
The results of these interviews led to the conclusion that total 
salary expense for a given elev~tor was not constant at alternative volume 
levels of wheat handled. In fact, over many of the volume ranges the 
labor expense more than do~bled frQm the lowest handling volume to the 
highest handling volume. 
A preliminary inspection of the aggregate total cost curve for each 
scale of plant led to the conclusion that total salary expen~es did not 
display a realistic relationship between the ten scales of plant. 
Specifically, certain plants exhibited a higher amount of total costs 
than other plants at all of the volume levels observed even though 
these former plants had a lower rated storage capacity. Based upon the 
method of cost synthesis, such a relationship was not expected since the 
sunn.nation of all nonsalary expenses at a given level of handling volume 
increased as the scale of plant increased. Consequently, the sa~ary data 
were adjusted in order to depict the expected ~elationship between total 
cost and volume for firms of different capacities, The following dis-
cussion relates how this adjustment was made. 
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A paired observation at total salary exp~nse and the number of 
bushels handled was ta~en from each of the ten elevator models, The 
sel~cted observation in every c;ase wa,s the manager's estimate of the 
total salary expense for the quantity of wheat handled for the audit 
fiscal year encompassing the 1962 wheat crop. Since the other abser-
vations for each firm were 1;1bove and below this selected observation, 
the use of the latter observation WS$ believed to provide a comparable 
base from which to adjust the total salary expense. Figure, 10 shows 
the locations of the selected cost~volume points. These points are 
represented by X's. The numbers beside the X's denote the rated 
storage capacity of the firm under observation in 100,000 bushel units. 
A linear regression line was fitted to the data. This regression 
line of total salary expense on volume handled is also shown in 
Figure 10. Observations for only nin~ of the ten firms were used in 
computing the equation of the line. The 100,000 bushel capacity ele-
vator was excluded because this firm was operating at a handling volume 
in excess of 2 1/3 times its capacity. None of the remaining nine 
firms were operating at a percentage level of capaci,ty that was this 
large. 
The equation for the regression line was 
A 
Y = 24.324238 + .Q42941X 
(6 .623)** 
where: 
1l = • 862318 
A 
Y = estimated total salary expense in hundreds of dollars; 
X = volume of grain handled in hundreds of bushels. 
The t ratio shown in parentheses was significant at the one percent 
level. 
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The ten volume levels show,:i in F~g1.rr~ 10 were inserted into the 
regression equation to determine the adjusted total salary expense for 
each elevator. 
In an effort to preserve the managers' estimates of the individual 
intra-firm salary expense relationships, the following procedure was 
used. The adjusted total salary expense and the volume of grain handled 
during the 1962 audit year were used as the base from which the total 
salary expenses at alternative volume levels were calculated, The 
managers' estimates of the total salary cost differentials from the 
unadjusted total salary expense at the alternative nonbase handling 
volumes were computed for each firm. these 9ifferentials were then 
added or subtracted from tqe adjusted total s~lary expense base in order 
to determine the amount of this expense at the alternative volume levels. 
Consequently, the relationship between total salary expenses at the 
alternative volume levels of grain handled was preserved for each firm. 
The result of th~ adju~t:inents was to shift the labor cost curves of 
the firms without changing the slope of these curves for a given volume 
level. The adjusted total cost curves are illustrated graphically in 
the section of this chapter ent~tled "Exa~ination of Cost functions." 
Social Security Tax 
Social Security reg~lations iequired th~ employer, to pay a tax of 
3 5/8,percent on the wages paig. each employee up to $4,800 per employee. 
Additionally, the employer deducted 3 5/8 percent from the wages paid 
ec;1ch employee up 1;:o $4,800 per empl9yee. Thi,s amount al,so was paid as 
a Social Security ta~. 
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Since total salary expensl:! in this s tµdy is a gross figure before 
any tax deductions, the amount of the Social Security tax in the cost 
budgets is exclusive of the amount of the tax that would be deducted 
from the wages 0£ the employees. The ampunt of this cost was computed 
by applying 3 5/8 per~ent to the adju~ted total salary expense. Th:l,s 
method of computafion overestimates the level of Socj.al Security ta~es 
to some degree since some salaries would exceed $4,800. However, the 
manager was assumed tq be the only e~ployee wpose wages wel;'e greater 
than $4,800. Consequently, tpe am~unt of this cost, when compar~d to 
the total of all of ~he cost components, was not large. 
Audit Expense 
The schedule of aud(ting charges shown in ~able IX was used in 
th.is study. 
TABLE lX 
ANNUAt AUDIT FEE FOR COOPERATIVE aRAIN ELEVATORS OF VARIOUS 
RATED STO~~ CAPAC~!IES 
Cost 
Dollari, 
2508 
350 
450 
500 
\iinimum cost for an audit is $250, 
·Bated Storage Capacity 
. . ~1,000 ausheb-
100 through 300 
301 thl;'ough (')00 
.601 through 900 
1 700 
Source: Personal intf:lrvie'to! with a member of l,'ln auc;liting firm, 
Conversation with an employee of a privately owned grain elevator 
firm indicated that th~ audit expense of pis firm was similar in amount 
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to the cost l.is ted above f::>r cooperative firms. HoyJever, in some cases, 
firms under private ownership migµt no~ have an audit made. This point 
should be considered when aqmp~ring the audit expense for a cooperative 
elevator and a privately owned elevator. 
Annual Meeting Ex~ense 
The cost of this item, including a dinner and door pri~es, was 
estimated to be $400 for all models. Whil.e the amount of this exr:iense 
varied with individual elevators, $400 was considered to be a represen-
tative figure for the ten models in the study. 
Directors' Fees 
An annual cost of $300 was assumed for all models. This cost was 
for five directors at $5 per director per meeting for 1~ meetings. 
Interest on Capital 
The assumption was made 1;:µat: 100 percent of the aipount of the 
purchase price of the elevator and machinery was borrowed at five per~ 
cent interest. The average length of the borrowing time was assumed to 
be six years. 
The average annual amount of thi~ cost was ~omputed PY µhe follow-
ing method: 
whE1re 
(1) - 1 ,... en = , 05},.r? ,.. p (n"" 1).,.,./ 
C = interest cost in yearn 
n 
p = purchase price of elevator and machinery 
n = year in which interest cost is being computed. 
(2) 
6 
.t Cn 
n=l 
6 = average annual intere~t cost. 
8Z 
Formula 2 gives tne cost figure used in the budgets for the interest 
on capital expense. The interest cost is r~asonable for a firm quilt 
within the last few years. However, tt would be about one-sixth higher 
than the interest char~e on the average investment over the life of the 
investment at the five percent interest rate. 
Electric Power Expense 
The following information was used to compute annua,1 electric power 
costs: 
used, 
(1) Forty bushels were elevated pe'):' kilowatt-hour of electricity 
4 
(2) Monthly ppwer rates were: $1.0Q total for first 14 ~WH; 4.8 
cents per KWH for the n~xt 86 KWHt 3.8 cents per KWH for the next 400 
KWH; 3,3 cents per KWH for the ne'.1{t 500 KWH; 2,4 oents per KWH for the 
ne~t 500 KWH; and ~.2 cents per KWH f9r any amount above 1~500 KWH. 
The minimum monthly power bill was $1.00 plus 50 cents for each connected 
5 horsepower. No d~mand charge w~s assum~d. 
Utilizing the above information, the annual e~ectric power bill was 
computed as follows: Total annual bushels handled were divided by 12 to 
obtain average monthly bushels handled. This monthly average was divided 
4This elevation rate was used by Hall, Davis, and Hall, p, 30. Elmer 
Daniel, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering, Oklahoma State 
University, stated that this was Gtlso an accurate rate for country grain 
elevator operatictlS e~isti,ng at the ti~e of this study. 
5rhese rates were Oklahoma Gas and Electri,c Company rates for Class 
C-3 towns. A discussion with a leader in the Oklahoma cooperative elevator 
industry led to the conclusion that t~ese rates were representative of most 
cooperative elevators in the state s~nce O. G. a~d E. served most Oklahoma 
cooperatives. 
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by 40 to derive average monthly KWH consumption. The power rate 
schedule was applied to this consumption to determine the average 
monthly power cost. Next, the minimum monthly power ~ill was computed. 
The connected horsepower for each modd used in computing thi1;1 m:i,.nimum 
bill is shown in Appendix A. The largest cost, average monthly power 
cost or minimum monthly power cost, was multiplied by lZ to obtain the 
annual electric power expense, 
Only one elevation was assumed in the above computations, Therefore, 
the computed power expense was the absolute minimum that would be 
expected~ Even if more than one elevation had been assumec;l, there would 
not be a proportional increase in power costs because of the regressive 
monthly power rate sqhedule. A demonstration of the effects of the re-
gressiveness in the rate schedule upon total power costs for hypothetical 
variations in the number of elevations appears in Appendix c. 
Property Tax 
Examination of Oklahoma tax information revealed an assessed valua-
tion equal to ten cents per bushel of rated elevator storage capacity. 
The tax rate applicable to the assessed values varied widely both between 
and within ~aunties. The location of school district boundaries and the 
issuance of bonds for local improvements were two factors mentioned by 
assessors that could cause variation in the rate between two areas. 
In an effort to determine the average rate for eight counties in 
the specialized wheat-producing region of Oklahoma, letters were sent to 
the county assessors in these counties~ Replies were received from 
seven countiest Nine of the ten elevators whose managers were interviewed 
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for labor cost estimates were located in these counties. The tax rates 
per $1,000 of assessed valuat;;i,on ,for these ni.ne firms range4 from a low 
of $36.80 to a high of $78.9~. The rate did not necessarily increase 
as the size of firm, increased, The average fol;' these firms was 
approximately $50.00 per $1,000 of assessed valuation. The average rate 
above was applied to the assessed valuation for each firm. The results 
were the amounts of the property tax in~luded in the pudgets. 
Again, emphasis is made that the amount of this tax fluctuated 
widely between firms, Elev~tor managers or owners should consult the 
tax assessor for their specific location j,n order to q.etermine the exact 
amount of the ta~ on their elevator. 
Appraisal of Cost Components Included in the Analysis 
Mention was made earlier that the ideal requirements for the paired 
cost-volume observations were not fully satisfied, 6 With the above 
description of individual costs in mi.nd, a prief appraisal of the extent 
to which the costs satisfied these requirements follows, 
First, the rate of the volume handled within the period, one year 
in this study, was not expected to have been uniform. Characteristically, 
country grain elevators received most of their wheat within a period 
of about two months. Coru:;iequently, the use of annual data included 
periods when high amounts of wheat were handled and periods when low or 
no amounts of wheat were handled, aowever, many of the cost components 
were fixed and, therefore, were incurred during the entire year even 
6 . . See pages 59-60. 
though the number of bushels handled wo4ld h4ve been relatively low 
during part of the year. 
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Second, the observations were paired in the sense that the cost was 
directly associated with the number of pushels handled. None of the 
cost figures in the budgets represented costs that were incurred during 
a time other than the year when the bushels of wheat were actually 
handled. 
Third, the ~ethod of cost determination for each scale of plant 
resulted in a spread of output observations. This spread was not as 
wide for some scales of plant as it was for others. 
Fourth, the d~ta were budgeted under the assumption that prices of 
the inputs did not change and that all elevator operators possessed an 
equal amount of technical knowled$e. 
A final point concerning the cost components used in the current 
study centered around sho~t~run variattons in total costs, In Crigler's 
7 
study, the assumption was made that short~r4n total co~ts were constant. 
In contrast, short~run labor costs were variable in this study; they 
more than doubled over the volume range in several of the models. In 
fact, in at le~st one m9del, five of ·the 16 cost components varied with 
volume changes. ~hese five costs included; workmen's compensation 
insurance and com~rehensive gener4l liability insurance, fidelity bond, 
total salary expense, Social Security t~x~ and electriQ power expense. 
While some of these five vari~ble costs were s11)811 in comparison to 
several of the fixed costs, the ~ggr~gation oi these five costs stressed 
7 Cri~ler, p, 48. 
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their importance to toti,.l costs in the sho-rt run. Over the pbserved 
volume ra~ge w;i. thin each 11\odel, the lowest and highest .. total handUng 
cost increases were one percent and 54 percent, respectively. Total 
handling costs fluctuated less than 10 per~ent in only two models. 
Consequently, short-run total costs in t~e cost budgets did vary con-
siderably with changes in the numQer of bushels handled, 
Cost Components E~cluded froll\ the Analysis 
No pretense is made that ~he 16 cgst constituepts itemized in the 
cost budgets in this study encompassed all of the relevant grain handling 
costs incurred by country elevators, However, for various reasons, 
certain qost items were purposely omitted from the budgets. 
The expenses, relevant to the grain hanql;i.ng function, which 
appeared in most studies of country grain elev~tor operations, but which 
were not included in the present study were as follows, repairs, supplies, 
telephone, advertisin$, donations, dues and subscriptions, scale inspec~ 
tion, and utilities. 
The primary reason for e::iccluding these costs from the analysis was 
the diffiQulty that would be encountered in obtaining realistic estimates. 
Some of the costs were pot -related to the s~ze of plant. Other costs were 
expected to fluctuate unpred~ctabiy between years. f;i.rtally, the amount 
of these co~ts attributed to the handling fupction would be difficult to 
ascertain in some cases. For e~ampie, e~penses for repairs 9r supplies 
vary greatly petween, years. An average ann~al to~al cost, ~{ used in 
the co~t budgets, would be expected to deviate w~dely from the actual 
costs incurred for repairs or ijupplies ~n any given year. 
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Additionally, an estitnc;'lte of the amount of the repairs or supplies 
expense attributable to the handling function was difficult to obtain, 
Usually, expenses shown in the audits were not allocated to the individual 
functions, If an allocation was made in the audits, it was normally made 
upon the basis of sales. Consequently, as the total value of sales in-
creased, the amount of total costs allocated to the increased sales in a 
particular dep~rtment or function increased. This method of cost allo-
cation was used by elevator accountants, 
Telephone rates were based upon the nµ~ber of telephones within an 
area. Inspection of elevator capaQities revealed no relationship between 
the number of telephones in an area and the elevator capacity when popu-
lation was used as an indicator of the relative concentration of tele-
phones, An elevator operator shoutd e~amine the local rate schedule to 
approximate the amount of his telephon~ expense, 
Expense estimates for dµes and subscriptions, advertisina,and do-
nations were considered to be h\ghly subjective, No mandatory amount of 
these costs eKhted ;for any specific hand;l..ing volume or for any given 
capacity of elevator. These costs were based upon decisions made by 
management. Consequently, if an average amount for each of these 
expenses were uijed in this atudy, the avera~es would not depict the amounts 
of these costs that should b~ incurred by an elevator of a specific 
capacity. For instai;i.ce, th~ number of C01.llpeting elevators within a wheat-
producing area could be the basic determinant of these costs ~ather than 
the capacity of the elevator or the volume of grain handled. 
Scale ins~ection expense was est~mated by an auditor to be under 
$25 per year, The ~umber of in~pections plus the amount of adjustment 
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and rep~ir of the scalel:l ~luctuated annudly, Due to these fluctuations 
and the relatively minqr importance of the s~~le expenses~ the cost 
budgets did not include these expense items, 
Utilities were normally composed of electric power, lights, heat, 
and water. These utility expense components seldom were presented 
individually in the elevator audits examined. Inspection of a previous 
research ~tudy revealed the relative importance of these constituents. 8 
Electric power expense was the largest componeni: of total utility 
expense, Combined e~penses for lights, heat, and water were a small 
fraction of the total utility bill. Blilsed 1,1pon the small amc;nmts of these 
three expenses and the inforxmition that would be required to allocate 
them to the handling function, the decision was made to exclude them 
. from the cost budgets. 
The primary reason for listing the basic costs that were excluded 
from this study was to point out that recogniti9n was made that these 
co13ts were incurred. Individual dev4tor operaton 1:1hould examine these 
costs ;i.n relation to the;i.r specific gra:l.n·~handling operat;iop.. These cost 
components were not included in the cost budgets because their inclusion 
.would not have provided reaU,sti,c or accurate estimates of their actual 
levels in the elevator models. 
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Examination of Co~t Functions 
The total costs for the ten ehwators at alternati,ve qua:p.t:J,ties 
of handling volume were plotte~ in an effort to determ~ne the form of 
the functional relationship between total costs and volume. Figure 11 
reveals the results of the .plotting~ Each coordinate point for the 
individual firms is linearly connected to the next successive point 
with re;apect to C!;)utput, The number }?eside each line denotes the rated 
storage capacity in 100,000 bushel units for the respective firms. 
Tqe total sal•ry e~peµse component 0£ the total costs shown in 
Figure 11 has been adjusted by the regression equation described earlier. 
Inspection of Figure 11 reveals the effe~t of th~s adjustment. The 
connected total cost points for each firi;n are located above all firms 
with lower rated storage capaciti~s. This expected relationship was 
achieved thro\lgh the acljystn:tent of total salary expense! 
A visual inspection of the connected points in Figure 11 led to 
the belief that the ~elatiQnship between cost and volume could be linear 
over the range of the observations. Subsequently, a linear equation was 
fitted to the opservations for each fi~m by the method of least squares 
\' 
regression. The results of the regression ~nalysis are shown alge• 
braically in Table X and are shown graphically in Figure 12, Again, 
the numbers beside the plotted ~quationij in Fi$~r~ 12 denote the rated 
storage capacities in 100,000 bushel units, The X's and O's in the figure 
represent the actµal observations. Since only two observations were 
ava:Uable for tq.e 200,000 bushel capaoity £:I.rm, no +e$ression equqtion 
was computed for that firm. 
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. tM!iE X 
TOTAL COST EQUATlONS FOR N~N~ ALTEI.\NATIV~ SCALES OF J>LANT 
Rated Stor~ge 
Capacity of Numl?er of 
R2 Firm Observations Iotal Cost :EguaUona 
o.od, 00 Bushels) I J ii . I . . . . I , .. .; II 
I\ 
1 3 Y= 1~. ;2 77289 + .008064X .• 977258 
A 3 6 '(. = ;20.3?87JO -t, .Ol8683X .911590 
4 3 A y = ;26,089373 + ~Ol2852X ,999307 
5 6 " y = 35,087557 + .001988X .942518 
" 6 5 y = 34.l901is + ,Oll530X ,951785 
7 5 " Y = 43,1959~7 + ~009811X .941623 
A 45.081771 + 8 5 y 'F ,OU493X ,998260 
9 4 
,,.,. 
y,;;: 46,7348,8 + .Ol3112X ,98Z858 
17 5 A 96,Q28693 + .Q00858X y ;: .903060 
I (.I I ji. , t '\. . : I I 
al\ Y = estimated total cost in thousands of dollars; X = quantity 
of grain handled in thousands pf ~ush~ls, 
With one e~cep~ion, the intjercept v~+ues denoting f~xed costs re-
vealed a positive relationsh~p with changes in plant capacityf ln the 
exceptional case, th~ :i,ntercept valµe for tq.e 500,000 b'l.lshel capacity 
elevator exceeded th~ value for that of the 600,000 bushel capacity 
elevator. Sincei the intjercept values represented an extrapol~t:ion of 
the data beyond the observed range of obsefvations the negative relation-
ship between inte'X'cept va~ue~ and pl.ant capa<,itie~ m;igl}1: n9t e~ht in 
reality. For ex$mpl~, the "a" yalµe fpr the 600,000 b1,1,shel capacity 
model co1,1,:Ld lie ,bQve the same v1l1,1e fot the 500"000 bushel capacity 
model if total coijts for the forrµeJ;" fi,rn flattened ou,t at volume levels 
below the range pf actual observatioqs. Inspect;lon cf tbe connected 
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points in Figure 11 for these two firm& indicates that this relation"" 
ship could be tenable, 
Emp11asis is made t;.hat the linear relationship b~tween costs and 
volume for each firm depicted in Fi&ure 12 is only over the observed 
range of the data, Beyond same level of volume handled, inefficiencies 
would be expected to exist and, therefore, cause the total cost curve 
to increase at an increasing rate, Also, d~e to the discrete charao-
teristic of the pe~anent labor component of total salary expense, the 
linear tot;;il cost relatiomihip would, be expected 1;:Q be discontinuous 
at the levels where the number pf permanent employees was changed. 
Mention is made at this point that the linear total cost curves 
shown in Figure li result in constant average variaqle cost curves. 
This type of aver,;1ge variable cost curve woulcj. be identical with the 
horizontai segment of the average varhble cost curve suggested by 
Bain. 9 The smaller the percentage of total fixed cost compared with 
linear total variable cost, the ~ess will be the slope of the average 
total cost curve. The percentage will be~ome smaller as output is in~ 
creased, 
To discuss the above line of reasoning in mor~ detail, the linear 
total cost curves for each firm result in an average total cost curve 
of the following form: 
ATC a ::;: Q + b 
9see Figure 7, 
where: 
Q = quantity Qf gt:"ai-n handled.· 
An average total cost curve of this type has been mentioned 
10 
earlier by Johnston, The empit;"ical analysis of the current study 
suggests an ~verage total cost curve similar to this type. Over the 
range of the data, the ftxed cost component accounts for a small 
enough percentage of the linear total cost that average total cost 
tends toward horhontalitY in most case!il, Marginal costs which are 
constant and equal to average vat;"iable costs also result from the 
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linear total ~ost model. Average total costs asymptotically approach 
these latter two cost concepts as the volume of ~rain han4led increases. 
An indication of the variation of the "b'' values for each firm 
about the mean "b" coeff;icient fQr t;he firms wa~ obtained by c::omi;>ution 
of the interval containing two standard d~viations ~b)above and below 
the mean "b" value. 'l'he Z00_,000 bushel capacity fit'm was included in 
this procedure by computing the slope of a line conn~oting the two 
observations for this firm, 
in; /1~ {bi - b) 2 
Sb ;:;, ;f.:;:ol n..:f :;:o .005709 
The computions resulted 
The interval containing plus qr minus two sb from b was (-.000895, 
+.021941). Consequently, this interval cantaintng appro~imately 95 
percent of the ol>s~:i;vations would include "b" values that were zero. 
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~he variab]Jity of the sampie pieans about the mean value of the 
distri,bution of many sample means is in4icated by the standard error 
The calculations showed: 
n(n-1) 
= .005709 = 001805 {if ' 
The interval containing plus or minus two sb from the mean was 
(+,006913 1 +.014133), ~herefore, values of b equal to zero were not 
included in this i.nterval which contains approximately 95 percent of 
the sample means, 
Graphical inspection of Figure 12 indicates that the slopes of 
several of the total cost equations might not <li.ffer significantly 
from each other, An F test was conducted to test for the equality of 
the slopes (m) of the fi,rms. 
In using the F test, the series of observations for each firm 
were the slopes of the lines conQecting th, observed cost-volume poi.nts 
in Figure 11. Computation of these SfOJ?rS reEiul ted i,n a total of 34 "m" 
valuE!s for all of the t1;n firms combined, Taple ;KI shows tJ.,.e calculated 
".m" values, The results of the F test; ,;1.re summarized in Table XII. The 
tabulated F. 05 was 2,30 for 9 and 24 degrees of freedom, Since the 
computed F was smaller than the tabulated F, the hypothesis that the 
means of the 11m" val1,1es among firms were eql.lal was not rejected, 
l{owever, a test for significant di:l;f~rences of the 1;1.verage "m" 
values between individual firms was made. 11 The test used was Kramer's 
11 Clyde Young Kramer, "Extension of M;µltiple Range Tests to Group 
M(;!ans with Unequal Nurµbers of Repl:i,cation.s," l3iometrics, 12 (1$156), 
pp, 307-310. 
TAl3LE :X:l 
CALCULATED "m" VALUES J3ETWEEN COOROt~ATSS OF TOT,Al, COST ANI) VQLUMB 
HANDLED FOJ,l flRM,S OF l':EN ALTE!U{A'rIVE CAJi>AC!TlES . 
Rated Storage 
Capacity of 
Calc1,1lated "m" Values8 Firm 
(1001 000 Bushels)' 
1 .005357 .011547 
2 .Ql6839 
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3 .014273 ,000000 .030636 ,012230 ~043420 
4 .013192 ,onsn 
5 .003000 .003927 ,001215 .001438 ,001404 
6 ,003745 .OZ3012 ,004~4l .014377 
7 ,002449 ,020EPO .01i484 .003762 
8 ,010700 ,Ol.0002 ,012707 ,OlU54 
9 ,021490 .012070 .0~1048 
17 • QOO~,pq I . I _ ~0~0344 . .001603 .QOl338 
,,.; Ii I· , ,,,I I-ill 
a . Each "m" value h cal.cqlated from t;h,e cost bu<:lgets in Al?pendix B 
and denotes the dollar chan~e in total cost p~r bu~h~l ~hange in the 
volume of grain handhd. '.l,'h(;! '11.n'' valu~, fr9m left to rigqt in eaqh raw 
result from as~~nding qµantttie~ of v9l.um~ handl(i!d, 
TAlU,E XII 
F TEST FOR TESTlNG DIFF'flRENCES ~ONG "m" COEFFICIENTS J:'OR 
TEN ELEVATOR CAFAClT~2S 
Source of 
Variation d,£. S§ MS I . I ··JI I ·II· F 
Among Firms 9 .0012nas ,00014354 2,01,0 
Within Firms 24 .00171361 • 00007140 
Total 33 00300546 
., .: , .. :. ., . ·r . . 
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adaptation of Duncan 1 s1z new mult:i.ple rimge test~ Dun.can's test can 
13 be used whether Fis signi.fic~nt or not. A summary of the results of 
the test i.s shown i,n ');'abl~ xru. 
Few diffel;'ences in mean "m" values between firms are indicated in 
Tc!,ble XUI. In fact, the 300,000 bushel cap~wity elevator was the 
I 
only firm with a mean rill'\" va).ue that differed significantly from the mean 
"m" values of the othel;' firms. The mean "m" value for this elevator 
differed from that of the 1,700,000 bushel capacity firm and from that 
of the 500,000 bushel capacity fi.rm~ Inspection of Figures 11 and 12 
reveals that the curves ;for th~ la1:!ter t~o firms are relativdy horizon.,. 
tal while the curves for the form1r firm are relatively steep. However, 
there were seven firms w):lieh d;i.d not d~ffer si,gp.ificantly from the 
300,000 bushel capacity !:i.rm) and yet thE:!s.e Sflme seven ;Ei,l;'ms did rwt 
differ signi.f;i.cantly from the soo~ooo and 1,700,000 bushel c~pacity 
firms. The basic cause for the rehtively smaH slope of the 500,000 
and 1,700,000 bushel capacity f~rms stems ft'c;>J.U the relatively smaU 
estimated response of total salary expense to ch~nges in the quanttties 
of grain handled by these firms. 
Emphasis is ma~e that the 1,700,000 bushel model has almost twice 
the storage capacity of the next l.!p:gest modeL The low l;"esponse of 
total salary expense to c:]:i,;mges in handl:i,ng volume far this largest 
12oavid B. Duncan, ''Multiple Range and Multiple F Tes ts," 
Biometrics, 11 (1955), pp. 1 .. .-:~2. 
13Robert G.D. Steel and ;Tames H. Torrie, Pr:i,nciple~ and Procedure:;; 
of Statistics (:r;;few York, 1960), PPr 107-108, 
TABLE XIII 
NEW MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR TESTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FIRMS WITH RESPECT TO MEAN "m" VALUES 
OF EACH FIRM FOR VOLUME HANDLED-·-TOTAL COST COORDINATESa 
Ra-ted Storage. CapAci:ty,.,of :_Fj.rm~(fi5o:,ooo Bushels) 
17 5 l 7 8 6 4 9 2 3 
Mean °m11 
Value .000921 .:.00219] .008452 -.009-841 .. 011166 -.011494 .012382 · .01486-9 .016839 ,.020112 
a Test is for -95 _percent probability level. 
b . 
.Firms are arranged in order of ascending size of -mean -t1tn~• values_,, 
Note: Any two means not underscored h_y the same line are significantly different. 
Any two means un-derscored by the same line are not signifi:Cantly different. 
I.O 
0, 
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firm could be due to fact:on peculiar tp f:lrms of this size. For 
example, management might not visualize wide Ouctuati.ons in the perma-
nent labor force corre$ponding to fluctuations in handling volume be~ 
cause the number of permanep.t employee$ required to maintain the ele-
yator facUities was brge. 'l;'he total cost budget for this hrgest 
firm indicates no alteration in the permanent labor force with volume 
changes. In fact, when the schedule wa13 taken for this firm the 
interviewee specHically emphasized that se~u1onal hbor was considered 
to be the only variable expe~se component of total labor costs. 
I , 
In the following sectton the cost functions described above are 
To recapitulate, tpe bas:i.c ob~ectiv~ of the study was to determine 
the costs of handling grain at alt:ernat:i.ve handling volumes for several 
elevator storage capacity modets. ~ach model was aijsumed to haye only 
a grain handling function. Consequently, in the ensuing synthesis of 
costs and reven,ues, the functions arising from the latter concepts were 
only suggestive of reality. Revenue functions were discussed solely 
from the point of view that they aided in depict;i.ng some of the ramifi-
cations of the 13tudy upon fil;'µt gods, A coµiplete verification of the 
revenue charges was not made 1 
Tota+ costs a1:e converted into averi'ige costs in th;ls sect;i..on. 
Division of the tota,l col:lt equ,ations by the quantity of grain handled 
results in this conversion. The av1:1rage cost$ over th~ range of obser-
vations for t):1.e nine total cost equµt:i.ons are shown gi;-&1?hicaUy in 
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Figure 13. The budg~ted ~v~r4g~ cpsts are.presented it,1 Appendi?t B. 
As before, the curves are ident~fied l)y numbers denoting rated storage 
capacities i,;i lPO,QOO l>ush,el units,· In the budgets, the hJ~hest $hort., 
run average cost, 46.54 cents per qusnel, and the lowest short-run 
a,verage coe t, 3. 09 cents pet' bushe,1, wel;"e incurrt:!d by th!:! 800,000 and 
700,000 bush~l capa~ity mod~ts, respectively1 The respective handling 
volumes were 100,000 and 2,P00,000 l;>u~heb. 
An average revenue function ~e also shown in Figure 13. This 
function is constant and, equal to 5. 75 cent13 per 1;,ushel.. 14 The rate 
was for wheat received by truck on a cpll1l:llingled basis. 15 Loading out 
charges were the same for truck, rail, or water, Consultation with 
grain spe~ialists indic4te4 that handling ch~rges tended toward the 
level speci,.fj.ed under thlll Vn:f.;fo;nt Gr,atn St:o;i:-~ge Agreement. 
The achievement: of ide11tical goah l)y the :i.ndividud :firms would 
result in different quantities of grain handled by each fi~. For 
e~ample, if the i::ommon ~oal ~f the n,rms was to mal!;~µi.;tze profits, then 
each firm ~ould desire to hanqle the ma~~mum quantity in its observed 
range shown in Figure 13, This aGtion wo~ld b~ rational fo~ the follow~ 
ing reasons: Since averag~ costs of eacq fi~m are decreasing thrpugh-
out the opserved ranges, m~r~ina~ costs must be below ayerage costs. 
Therefore, the handlinij ahar~e (marginal revenu~) would e~ceed marginal 
cost at the maximum handling volume over the observed ranges fo~ each 
14schedule ,e! Rates, 1960 Supplement to Untform Grain Storage 
Agreement, tr. s. Department of Agriculture, Commodity Stabtlization 
Service, Commodity C~edit Corporation, May 17, 1960. 
15 James R. Enix, Oklahoma State Universi~y Extension Wpeat Mar~et~ 
ing Specialist, indicated that this method of shipment to the country 
point and method of receipt of the shipments were prevalent for wheat 
in Oklaho1t1a. 
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Figure 13. Calcul~ted Average Cost Curves for Nine Firms of Varying 
Rated·Storage Capaciti~s. 
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firm bec,ause ma.rgipa.l revenu.e exceeds average co1;Jt at this volume. 
Furthermore, sipc~ at ~his volume aver~ge revenµe (handling cqarge) 
exceeds average ~ost, total revenµ~ ex¢eed$ total cost. Consequently, 
total profits would be ma~im!zed, a:p.d n9t minimized~ when each firm 
handled the maximum volume in its opserveq range, 
If the maximization of handling revenues subject to a minimum 
profit co:p.strij~nt was tq.e objective of eac;1h. firijl., then as soon as the 
constraint was satisfied each firm would desire to handle the maximum 
observed ~µantities of wheat, As under the first goal, handling 
volume would be maximized, Such ac~ion assµmes the qonstraint was 
satisfie4 before the maxi~um observed handt1ng volumes were reached. 
Under the alttrnative firm $Pals stated above the decrea~ing 
average costs over the volume ranges of ~he dat~ shown in Figure 13 
would result in indivi9ual el~vators s;riving to handle the maximum 
quantities within their respeQtive ran~es, 
In this ~hapter the costs ijnd reven~~s wer~ ~~amined for the grain 
.handting function only, Iq the f~llowing chapter the policy implica~ 
tions of the study are extenµeq to include the sideline and grain 
storage functions. The retevijnce of the stµdy to governmental poiicy 
decision~ also is discuss~~. 
CHAPTE~ yq 
RELATION OF RESULT$ io OECISION MAtI~G 
Attainment of the primary objective qf this study r~quired a 
determination of costs ~or the handling function onlyr However, reality 
dictated the inclµsion of costs for the sideline function and for the 
grain storage fvn~tion. Country grain elevato~s did store wheat and other 
grains. Sidelines did e~ist or had Qeen e~panded iq order to achieve a 
more efficie~t ~tilization pf eertain resoyrces, iabor inputs were a 
major reso"1rce ip tbJs Ci!li~ego;yT Jl;mpha~b was made previo4sly that both 
seasonal and full time tabor were t~eated as variable f~ctors of produc~ 
tion •. Notwtth.standing th:f.s method of treatnu~nt, at most levels of grain 
voiume handled a 01:1,;t~:i.n amp4nt ot pe:i:,nan~nl~ labor um, l""Ot.lld be e~pected 
to be underu.UU.zed,, · Ce,:,t;atn ke:r l!uiployees COijl~ not l:>e htiecJ and re,, 
leased in cyeles throughout the ye~r me~ely in relation to when they were 
needed for the grain~handling function. The addition of si<Jelines pr9~ 
vided a ~eans of utilizing thts type of iabor more efftciently durin~ 
slack 1;1easons of gtaitt.,. h~nd.1:f;Q;~ volµm~ •. ·toe fact th/i\t the ~ajority of 
the grain was handle4 durin.g a pe;t:'iQcl of two to tht'ee months iq. the year 
rendered this method of 1'1:1,bor_ µtiUiation e~p~cially important. 
Therefore, since graiµ sto~age and sidel;i,nes exis~ for reason~ 
other than to influe~ce grain handiing l;'ece~pt~, the subsequ~nt discussion 
will copcentrate upo1:1 the relev~nc;:~ of these foJTmer Jwc;) function!;! to tp.e 
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grain ... hai:ialing f\inction •.. Some ,u~gested effects. qf chan~es in p.aJl.dling 
volume frcil'tl both tht indiv:l.dµ,i,.l and the a~gregate poi,nt of view aho 
will be noted. 
Firm Dechions 
The discuijsion in tqis section focuses upon means of increasing 
the volume of grain handled in the event that decreAses in the initial 
volume occurred. The starting po:l.nt of these decreases was assumed to 
be near the ~enter of tbe observed volume r~nges for each 0£ the nine 
scal,s of plant. However, under a total ~fo{it•maxim~~ing objective, 
increases ii:i handlin~ volu~e up to the. lll;i!,ximum observed volume shown by 
the cost curve for eAch firm would be desired, Accordi,nglyi th~ means 
of increasina handling volume would ,emai!l reievant regardless of 
whether or not a deqrease in the quantity of grain handl~d w~s a,sijumed. 
Alte~ati,ons in ~otal wheat p~oquction would Qe expected to show 
positive effects upqn th~ resu~tant ~h,~ges in the ~uantity of wheat 
hand;l,ed by country el~vate>l;'s, ;tf the atterations were on a permanent 
l;>as:i,s 1 where "perma.nf;!nt" h /:l.S defi:~lE/d eailier, l then what consequE;1n .. 
tial actions would be followed by country el~v~tor operators? 
The degree to which the alterat+on in frodu~tion changed the ,amount 
of grain handled by elev,at~rs woµld be a fagto~ 0£ prime tm~ortance in 
any answet: to the ab9ve que~t:l.on. For example., 'l;'eference to the average 
cost curves t,n Ftgi.r1;e 13 c;hows that profit~ ~oµlc,l be made fX'Qlll the 
handling £µnotion prpvided that the firms are handling gr~in in excess 
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of that shown. by the points·pf ~nte1;~ee:;l:ion of their respective .average 
cost curves with the cQnstant average reve~ue (handl~ng charge) fµnction. 
Assume that a de<:rease in pro4uction ~qeufred ~nd, therefore, that the 
quantity of grain h~ndled decline~. lf the reduced handling volume did 
not result in average costs in e~cess of th, handling charge1 then 
firm profits stili WQuld be possible. Hqwever, if the objective of ~he 
firm were to ma;i.n~~in a specified p~~ unit profit ma:rgin, then the reduc~ 
tion in the quant~ty of grain ~anQled ~ould result ~n per unit margins 
less than those spe~ified.~ two posstble qons~q4ential ac;ions py the 
individual U.rms foll1;>w, For i~tustraUve p1.r,1;poses 1 the spec;ifted per 
unit margins are assumed tq qccµr at the ~ri~inal tevels in handling 
volume for each firm. 
First, a firm could reduce its handling charge in, an effort to ob-
tain more handling volume, the initial effects of this action would be 
to lower pex- un~t p'l;'ofli.f;: margins. However, the ope:rato-r might have 
pred1,cted, thit hh lower~d handU,ng cq.a:rge w~uld incl;'ease haqdling vol.ume 
enough to offset the i:'ec.,iµct:i,on in handling vQlUTile. It l;lis predictions 
were correct, then h~ wol.llc;l be able to ma,:lntatn ol;' increase his original 
per un:l.t profit margins Q)" hapdU.n.g more gl;'ain thi:ln he wa,s hanliling 
before the i;edl.l~tion in hanc;lU,ng vqlµme. 
FoX' instan«:1e, aoume that the 800,000 bushel storage ca,p,;tci'ty el,e-
vator is handling i,400,000 bu~hels ot wheat annu4ll.y. With a handlillg 
2The fact that tm3x;bihation of totd pro;fit. does not requ;lre the 
maxim:l.zation of profit per unit is noted in iettwt~hf p~ 177. Per unit 
profits ,1;1.re d.hcllued in this study only bec::;ause many ehvatoq;; sough~ 
to increas~ their ma:rginf.l of ave:i:age ;i;-evenue over average cost. 
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charge of 5. 75 cents pet' push~~, th~ prp:Ut margin corte$ponc;lin~ to thi13 
handUng volume is l,~8058 cent1;1 p~J; l;>µshel, · Now assume that a c;lecrea;se 
. . ·. . 
in wheat.production J:educ@s an,nual. hendlii;i~ volllme ta l,;300,000 l>ushels. 
the resultant profit margin, as~umin~ that the handling charge did not 
change, would ~e 1,13288 cents per bushel. If the operator reduced the 
handling charge to .five cents per bushel in an effort to increase 
handling vol\.l.m, 8'1A mainta;i.n the :i;ni~ial marsi.n ot l.380,58 cents l?er 
bushel, then the vplll,me would have to inc~ease to 1,825,080 bushels. In 
the event that hanc;llin~ volume exceeqed this level, then ~rofit margins 
would exceed 1,~8058 cents ,er bushelt 
Second, an e~pansion ot e~isttng sideline offeri~gs coulc;l be made, 
The objective of this e~pansion would be to increase th~ quantity of 
grain handled and, hence, the per unit prof!t ~argin,, A$ noted pre~ 
viously, elev~tor operators indicated that the addition of sideline 
mercnandise to thtrlr operation, P+Clvllc:;led an incentive fol;' prog.ucen to 
sidelines and, subs~quently, ~hey have recei~ed an increased a~ount of 
Third,. $torage iat;es coulq be reduced :f..n an ~;ffort to inc~eas~ 
handling volume. However, elevator operators indicated that the 
addition of sidelines woy.ld oe a more e(fect;ive way to obtain this 
increase, 
The results 9f tqe ~tu~y indicate the e((iciency of the components 
of average co:;t for the qand:ling functioJ:l. For exatllple, receipts from 
ha1;1dU.ng related to the totl;ll sata'X'Y e~p,ense wou.ld give :i,nfc;,rmation c.on ... 
eerning the amo1,mt of i;-evenue th~t lab<;>r was contriby.ting to the h~ndling 
function. If the amount wa$ below a level d~sired by the elevator 
oper,ator, then sid~Une sales or the ijmount of gra~n strored could be 
expi'].nded to rahe th¢ coritr:i,l;>u tiori 0£ lilhor to the revenues fi;-om the 
overall operation of the firm, 
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~11 of the above comments pertaini~g to the possible ways of in~ 
creasing th.e volt,tme of grain hi3-ndled shqulc;l. l?e construed from the view-. 
point of their effects upon the composite operation of each elevator. 
An e~pan1;1:i.qn in handling volu~e should be carried out only if the over-
all profits of the firm are enhanced. 
Governmental Actions 
The relevance of the study to polictes ~nd action~ at the govern-
m~ntal level was descr~bed brieflr in Chapter II. In recapitulation~ 
information on handling cqsts and reventt'tS permitted the e(fects of pro-
duction controls upon profit positions from handling to be determined. 
Governmental p1;ogr~mi:i coVtld be dedgned with the objective of achiev-
ing a predeterminec;l. profit positionr In reality this predeterni:i.ned 
position on~y would be approximated since exogenous variablep such as 
weather and technology would affe~t the amount of grain production. 
The resuHs of thi1:1 study show that differences in the costs o;f 
hangling grain existe4 fo~ firms o~ differe~t r~ted storage capacitie~ 
at identical han41ing volumes, A direc~ ooqsequence ot these differences 
would be the need for select:i,ve 1,)roquction control p:t;'qgrams. "Selective" 
in this situation r~fers to the application of grain production controls 
upon the basi~ of the capacity of the elevator that was serving a 
particular geographical location. 
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For e~amp1e, in.Figure U, consider the following capacity modds: 
6001000 bushels; 700,000 bushels; (300,000 bu~hels; a:nd 900,.000 busheh. · 
Furthermore, ooqsi(;le,: tedµctions tn handling volume from abase of 
1,500,000 bushels handled. As volume is ;educed from this base, the 
first firm to in~ur losses from the handling func;tion would be the 
900,000 l:>ushel capacity mode~. As e~pected, subsequent volume reductions 
would resul~ in th~ follo~ing order of initial loss incurrence: second~ 
800,000 bushel model; third - 700,000 bµshel model; and fourth - 600,QOO 
bushel model, 
l'he~e various leye~s of lo1:1s ::(..ncu1rrenc.e ~nal:>le the smaller Ut'llls, 
in contrast to th~ larger firms, t~ handle lower ~uantit;i~s of g~atn 
while st;ll being able to realize a profitt Consequently, a determina-
tiqn of handling costs ana revenu~s gives governmental policymakers an 
profits at ~lt~rnative amount~ o~ eleva~of stpra~e ~apacity. 
A kn:owli,edge of the ~resel'lt JoQat;:i.on o~ th~ :f:irms on the~r t"espective 
short.-run average eqst c;q;t;"ves ~hould b~ constd~;l;'ei;l :!.n ~ny recommended 
grain supply reduct;ion programs, If the Urms a.rA to incur profits, then 
j 
each firm mu~t operate a,~ a. point on its short~run ~verage cost curve 
that is t;p the right of the !nterseQt~o~ of this curve with the handl~ng 
charge fu~ctton. The smaller this distance ts ~or an individual firm, 
then the smaller is the ~wount of supply reduction t;he firm can encounter 
in comparison to othe;t;' flrms i tf tije Urµl is to contirp;q.e to r~ceive a 
profit, 
To illustrate, consider the 600,000; 700,000; 8001 000; and 900 1 000 
bushel capacity mpdels in Figure 13. If eacp of these models were 
(· 
I 
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in:ltially han.dling 1,500,000 busheh and reeeivtn.g a q.andling charge pf 
5.75 cents per bushel, th~n, the volume. handle~ could be decreasec;l PY 
756 1 251; 594,Zl6; 5ZO, 111; and 447, 1i9 bul!!heb, respect;:f.vely, before a:ny 
of the models wou~d incur losses. 
For ano~her ~~~mpl~ concerntng information needed for supply reduc-
tion programs, con~ider the data in T~ble XlV. In this table th~ 
assumption is ma~e that the handliqg vglume of each firm is 1.4 times, 
the rated sto~a~e cap~city, Taple ~IV 4emonstrates that the larger firms 
can encounter g~eater ~ecrea~:,Hi!S in hand.Un~ volµme befqre br1;1a,king even. 
ln, contr~st, the thiee smaUesl;: ;f~:rms r(aquh'e handl;f..ng volµmes in excess 
TMJ.E XJ:V 
FLEXI»ILlTY !~ HANDLING VOL~iS Pf FlRMS OfERATING AT 140 PERCENT 
OF :RATED STORAGE CAPACITY 
Handlins' Volii~e Brea~;even' 1:rointa E:ii;cess Over 
Rated. Storage (1.4 l!;iRated (Average Cost = Break~even 
Cap§l:s;itx ;~~.o!:'.a8Er Caf?ac+t~), 1;1an,dl:f.ng g~,@lu~e,) ' I I ~gin~ I " ' (100,000 Bushds) .. Bu,qeh .,. · (Busheh) (Pe:roen~ 
1 140,000 309,0~Z -169,032 -55 
3 42,0,000 524,995 -104,995 ... 20 
4 560,0QO 584,335 -24,335 -4 
5 700,000 632,on 67,928 11 
6 840,000 743,749 96,251 13 
7 . 980,000 905"784 . 74,216 8 
8 l, 120,0QO 979,~89 l.40, lU 14 
9 1,260,000 l, 052 ,8 7l 207,129 20 
17 2.380,00Q 1,695.362 684.6;}8 40 I . · . · t , .. , ;p. . 
' ' 
., 
aThe ha~dling charge is 5.75 cents per pushel, 
llO 
The appve discusston emphastze~ the need fq~ cQst and revenue 
infor~at~on pn el,va;Qrs pf vJrioµij ra;eq storage capacities if the 
effects of ~qverµmental ~upply co~troi~ upon profits of the elev~~ors 
are to be determined, 
~UMMARY AND CONCLus;oNS 
An t~balance b~twee~ grain produ~tion a~d elevato~ $torage capacity 
existed in.O~lahoma at tqe ~tme of thi~ ~tudy. Increases in ~rain pro~ 
duction were e~ceedt~ by increa~es in el~vafor st~r~g~ space. The result· 
Ant si~uation of over~apacity followij4, 
Wheat, grt;1,:l.t1 §o:r~b,um, l:>~;iey, oats, sqybean~., and 1rorn were tht 
principal gr~ins l11:1,n9led am;l iliore4 ~y g1;1A;(.n ebvijtor~. Wheat was the 
!llost i,111porta.nt of t);l.e~H~ $raiQ.s, A. 1947 .. 1961 av,:rage tndiQated that tota~ 
wheat prpduction apd value o~ wµ~at pro9u~tiQn in O~lahoma rela;ive to 
the~e five other graii;i., nani;!led PY eievator!il w1;1tre 69 and 77 p"n;aent, 
respectiv~ly, µpon the l;>ush1=1l b,i;;ilil Q( fa\ll'lll $ales in a 1955 .. \961 ave'.l;'age, 
wheat ac~ounted :l:or 76 percent: pf tc;,t,i ~ale~ ;-dativ, to the ~a111e ~ive 
grains. intl;!rvhws wHh e:J,.Eivatto; '\lliil,nag~rs in the sutll\ller of 1963 ind:i,cated 
that wheat accounted fi;,r 75 tq 100 percent of the quantity of their tc;,ta,1 
grain sto:ped, For the~e reason$ wheat w,a~ the grai.n \J.nder primary eqipha~ 
conunercial g1;ain stotage f~ciU.t:f,es :f.n Oklahpµta, it1:creased 165 percent. 
The amount of g~ain stor~~ o~ ~arms iq O~lahom~ was estim.ated to be less 
t;:ha:n ten percent;: of th~ total gra:i.n stor~d, In 1~63~ Cc;,111µlod;tt;:y Credit 
Corporat:i,on \f;l.d qpt own any stora$e: \:!pace ip. Oklahoma. 
H2 
Three major ip,;entives ~O+' th:e ei:1~<r~iop. of n~w stora$e space <;luring 
the l950' s includeq: (t) O«;?cupaney contl!'acts,, (4) accelerated amorU-
zation, and (3) storage and handitilS a~teements on Commoc;lity Crec;U,t 
Corporation grain. At the ti~e of the study, only the last feature was 
in effect,and the rate structure unde~ it ha4 ~een revised downward! 
Country grain elevators characteristically have three basic oper~ 
a ting tunct~ons' l'qese ~llct1i1de: n> tq.e graJn infiirchand;i.sing or 
handling function,, (Z) the grain storage functrio.n, aµd (3) the E!idel:i,ne 
. function. J;n this research study, only th~ costs of handU,n~ grain were 
analyzed. 
The Co~odity q1;ec;lit 9o+po;at;:ion stoJ;"ed la:i;ge qµaptitie~ of; wheat 
in count:i;y elevators~ ~ince whe~t production e~ceeded utilization, de-
cre~sed wheat product:;iq~ ~hro~gh ~upplY qontrol programs app~ared logical. 
Conversely, technolo~i~al ~mprovemints in ~roc;luction or the absence of 
:;µpply control c9uld increaf:le wheat prod.uction, The1:1~ factors couJd re,-
sul tin v~riations in th, quant;i.ty of gr~in haq.dled or stored by country 
elevators. 
Tqe pcpss;i.bUity of haq.dliq.g volume vari,at:(.9ns led to the object:(.ve 
of the st1,1,dy~ The objective was to deteri,lline the handUng costs for 
northwestern O'ltlahol,lla elevators of different rateq storage capacities at 
various leve1"1:1 of gi;-aiq. hafl.dled. EaGh devator was c;1ssumed to have only 
a grain-handling function. Additio11allr, only single~unit models were 
con:;;i.dered. 
Since country elev,to:i;-s were charactE;\rhed by: (1) a situation of 
overcap,;1city relat;i,,ve to grai,1;1 s4ppliE\s, a11q. (~) a !?ituation in which 
the elevators h~d several years of useful ltfie remaining, the short-run 
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period was the opporti.;ine time per:i.od :for ~i:i<l:),lys:i,s. The e1::ectian of new 
seal.es of phpt was not exv~cted fi;:>'r seve:i:-31 ;years. Segments of the 
short .. run c;ioi.t curves wel;'e comput;:~c;J. in ol'.'der to determ:i,n.e r¢d;i,.sticaHy 
possible fluctuations in handling costs from 1962 levels 1 ~conom;i.es of 
scale were not directly under con~ideration, 
Gra:i,n h~ndling cost;:s were d~termi~~d ~or ten models of different 
rated stArage capacities, The capaa:i,ty of the first nine models r~nged 
from 100,000 bushels through ~00,000 l;n.1,shels. Intel;'im mod~h were in 
multiples pf 100,000 bushels~ The teqth model was a 1~700,000 bushel 
c:;,1pacity plant,. Costs WEjllie co~puteG} for handHng volumes above and 
below 1962 leve~s. 
A cost budgeting ap~roa~h was us~d. S:i,~te~n cost components were 
bud~eted for the grlil,i;p. h.an~U.ng :j:1.,u;ict:i,on ;i.n each model. Estimates of 
the ;;i.mount of each ~omponep1,: were qpt;:aii;u~q tram personal ~nterviews 
with elevator managers and f;rom coqsul.tatt()n with agricult1.1td specialists. 
Regression equations were fitted to the data on costs and handling 
volu.-nes, A sugg~sted levei o:l; the revenue fqnctipq f;rom gro;iin handling 
was made. Subsequently, alternative profit goals 9f the firm and 
possible governmental grain production policies were dhcussed. 
f:i,ndings and Results 
A wide amount of variation was noted in the total handling costs 
between differ~n.t: handling voiumfls among the moq.ds. The incl;'eases in 
total handling costij betweeµ the extremes of the observed volume ranges 
in the models were one percent and 54 percent for the l9west and hi,ghef!t;: 
total cost di;!:feteni;:es, respectively. ()nly t:wo fitms revealed a total 
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cost fluctuation lesi; t;h1:Ull. t~n pejcetlt. One poi,ri,t was ~vt(,ient: Over the 
o}?se,:-veq ranges in vqhi,mf! ha.ndbc;i tlle total cpsts we're not constallt with~n 
i,.ndividual firm mqdeh. Thh resuit was ill ~Qllt+ast w:i,.th the study by 
Crigler in whi9h short~run total costs wefe constant. 
Ex~mination of the 16 cost ~o~ponents revealed that the sumµ1ation 
. ot: total sdary expenE;e and depreciation expense accounted for the 
highest pe~centAge of tqtal cost~. Thts fact was apparent in all of the 
model~ and at all l~vels of handling volµme. Also, in all iqstances 
total salary e~penses e~ceeded combinijd ~ep~eciation expenses on elevator, 
machinery, oS:fice, and s~ales. Oonseq~ently, the cost of permanent and 
seasonal labor wali! found to be of primary ~ml)ortance in ~he grain .. handl:lng 
functi1;m p~ country ~hvator opera~totJ.l;I, 
Elev~tor manage;s' estim~tes of tot~l salJry expenses for tµe 
quantities Qf wheat handled tn the au4~t tiscal years including the 1964 
wqeat crop iµ4ic~ted the e~i~tence ot a ~tne,r relationship between these 
two variables. Cop.~equently, a Un.ear l;lquatiqn was fi,tted to the c;lata. 
This equation was used as a pase frqm wpich tQ a4just the total ijalary 
exp~nses in the qost buc;lgets. The resultant adjusted total cost curve 
for each firm waE;1 loc,a~~cl above the \:gtal QQSt ~urves 9f all othef f:i.i-ms 
with lower rated stp;a~e ca~aciti~sf 
· B,sed up~n the c.o~t bud$et~, shQrt-run total costs for the ten 
scales of plant wefe !\near. Therefore,· short..-run maJ;"~i.n,al costs wex-e 
constant. Also, the re&ultant shQrt~x-un average costs decreased through-
out the entire range oi obsefvatio11,s. Due to the discn;:ete charac;.ter!i.stic 
o( the p~'(tnanent labor component of total salary expense, the linear total 
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cost relations.,.ip was eltpec;t,d to be <iheon,Unuous at the leveh where 
the nqmb~r of permAP.enJ; empl.oye~s was ch~n,ged. 
An averag~ of tl:J.e slop,s connecting.tll,e tota.l cost and volume 
handled coordinates was (!omputed for each firm, Tqe average slope of 
the 300,000 bushel ~torage capacity firm differed significantly from 
the average sl9pe of the 1,700,000 bu1:1hel and 500,000 bushel storage 
capacity ftrms, Howeve+, there were seven firms whi~h did not differ 
significantly from th~ ~OQ1000 bushel capijcity firm~ Also, these s,;,1me 
seven f:i,rms did not differ ~tsnific,-nUy frQm the soo,ooo and 1,700,000 
busqel aapaci t:y firm1;1. 
A possibility of some of the regression coeif;cients in the equations 
being equal to zero waij evident. Two standard 4;viations from the m~an 
"b" value pf the ten fil;'m~ included "b" vi1',l1,1es equ1,1\ to zero, Bµt: an 
intet'val, of two standard erron of ;he sample meaµ did not ;t.nclude sai;nple 
means eqµal to z~ro. Th1;1 me,n "b'' value was not zero. 
The hi~hest short,..t'un average cost was en.cpv.nter,d :by, the -800,000 
bushel E!torage capacity tllodel fl,t?. lev~l of 190.tOOO hu~hels of grain 
handl,ed. Cost was 4~·.54 centis per bt,1~hel~ -
Short~run ave-rage cost was lowe~t at-S,09 cents per l:>usl;lel in the 
700,000 qu~hel capacity ~odel at a h~ndling vqlume of 2,000,000 bushels. 
Upon th~ basiij of the cost equations, a suggested levei of handling 
charses, and several hypothetical levels o~ handlimg volume some redµc-
tion in handling voiume app~ared po~sible ~efore most of the firms would 
have encountered losses erom ihe handl~ng functiqn. 
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L:lmitat;i.o~s l!>f th~ St;u4y 
The follpwing point~ shpi.ltd 1>~ cqnsidered in t;h!! ap~l:f.c;;ition of the 
results to policy dea;i.siQns, 
First, only the grain handli~g funct;ion was analyzed, Realistically, 
elevator operations included a s~deline function and a grain storage 
funct;i.on. 
~e~ond, some costs we~e omitted purposely fr~m t~e east budgets. 
Indiyi~u~l elevator operators need to e~amine their specific location 
and facilities in order to 4~term;i.ne the amount of these costs. 
Th:J.rd, ~ome f;rms wer~ nt'I.Jl ~iph .. \,111,i t; ('rgan:lza t~ons, Cos ts fot:' th;i,.s 
type of otgani;atiou~l st~uctur, ~oul4 pave di~fer~q from the single•unit 
structure an~lyze9 in tqe pretent stµdy. 
Fourth, total costs were e:x;p~c;te~ to vary betwe~n pr;l.vat;e fhms and 
cooperat;i.ve firms. 1pts study inctu~ed certai~ costs that would not be 
;i.ncurred by firms operated u~q~f priv~te ow,iership. Additionally, rates 
~or certain e~penses ~ould haye varted betwe~n firms operat~~ under these 
two types of owneri;hip, 
fif~q, in a dynamic framewqrk the amount of the cost components coulg 
change. Consequently, a teapl)~abal of !!acb cost item sho'l,lld be made in 
the futl.,lt:'e !f 1rhe Eitudy :h to dep:i,at coits aac1,u;ate\y for a later ti.me 
period. 
Ce-rtain ,reas a;i:-e aµg~est:~4 fQf detQiled. st~dy, Tn.ese 41,re designed 
to gain addiUonli!,l tns:l.$At in~p the ca1:11:1:1 of countr:y ara~n elevator 
operation~. 
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In order to c:h!term~ne the de$ree of. the 4if£ere:q.ces · in cos ts due 
to tyJi>e of ownership, a cowpai:iiaUve ~ost; stu~y of privately owned ~irm$ 
versus cooperatively 9wqe!:l f:f.pns could lna m1de. · Th¢ 1;'es4lt~ of Eluch a 
study would be usef:ul in deter~ining the cost components that were 
identic~l in amount under both types Qf ow~ership, Then, mention could 
be made that nonidentical col\lponents should be computed upon the basis 
of qwnership trpe. 
In the O~lahoma grain elevator economy the need for a detailed study 
of the three ope~~ting func~:l.on~ was paramount in importance. A 
synthesis of the ~hree b~~ic operat~ng f:~nQtions could be ~sed to portray 
the over~U Hrm Oflerat:ic:mij. Oaut;l.g~ E;thould pe e~efc:1,.sed in th:f,s approach 
since the three f~nct;ons can be ~o~bined at npmerous levels ofi operation 
for each fµnct;:ion. Colllf;S cou1d be determinei:l 1;1t variou~ qperatins l1:1vels 
for the two grain functiqns. Subs~quently, the sideltne {unction could 
be a~ded to ut:1,.lize any residually 4nderemploy~d ~ac~ors of production. 
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A P P E N D I X E S 
APPENDIX A, TABLE I 
MACHINERY DESCRIPTION AND HORSEPOWER OF ~OfORS FOR GRA!ij ELEVATORS 
OF VARIOUS CAPACITiEs 
' • • I 
Rated Stol;'age 
Capad.t;:; 
- Bushels -
100,000 
200,000 
300,000 
A j 
'Machinery 
I 
1-5,000 bu, per hr. leg 
l-t~4ck lift 
l-ma.n lift 
1 ... dust fan 
1~1.0 bu, aut;o~atic s~ale c2,2so pu. 
pel;' hx.' 
1•50'~10' truck scale (50 ton capacity) 
Total horsiapower 
1~6,000 bu. pe~ hr. leg 
1-truck lit~ 
1-man lift 
l-du$t :l:an 
1-15 bu, autoi:natic seal~ (3,600 bu. 
per hr,) 
1-dbtributor 
1-50'~10' truck sca~e (SO ton capa~i~y) 
Tptal hor~epower 
1-71000 bu~ per hr, le~ 
1-truck 1:i,ft 
l.-ml,\n lift 
1 ... dust; fan 
!-conveyor ~rom track 
1-25 bu. automatic scale (6,000 bu, 
per hr.) 
l,. - distributor 
1-50'~10' truck scale (50 ton c~pacity) 
Total horsepower 
1.... . I, · I ,;. ! ·· · 
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Horsepow~r 
:,30. 0 
7,5 
1.5 
3.0 
42,0 
40,0 
7,5 
1,5 
3.0 
.5 
52,5 
so.a 
7.5 
1.5 
5.0 
5.0 
.s 
69.5 
AP:PENDIX. A, l'.I\BLE I, (Continued) 
Ra.ted·-stor\a~e· 
- Capaci1t~ , 
.. l3ushels -
400,000 
500,000 through 
1,000,000 
1,100,000 
I ·,I 
' /,, "'· 
1-9,000 bu. p~r hr. le$ 
1- truck lift 
· 1-man lift 
1 .. dust f11:Ln 
l•conveyor ~rom tr~~k 
1-25 bu~ aµtpmatic scale (6,000 bu, 
per hr.) 
1-qbtributor 
l-50'x10' tr~ck scale (50 ton capacity) 
Total horsepower 
1•9,000 bu. per qr. leg 
l•semitruok dumper (2•25 HP motors) 
1-manl.ift 
1 .. dust fan 
1-coqveyor from track 
1-conveyor from trµck 
i-topbeit conveyor 
1 .. bottom belt ;onveyor 
l•powe,; shovd 
1-25 bu. Aut9mati~ scale (6,000 bu! 
pet' hr.) 
l-distributor 
1~so 1 xlO' t~uck sqale (50 ton capacity) 
Total honepQwer 
2-10,000 bu, per hr. le~s (7~ HP each) 
2~dµst f~ns for le~s (10 HP each) 
1-man l,:i,ft 
l·s~~itruck dq.Illper (2~25 HP m9tors) 
l.,poweJ; shovel 
2-belt conveyors (5 HP each) 
1-belt conveyor 
1-,belt conveyor 
Z-distributors (.5 HP each) 
1-cal;' puUer 
1-2,500 bu. hopper-type scale 
1-50 1xlO' trucl< scale (50 ton c,pacity) 
rott;il hg:i:sepa~er . 
Horsepower 
' 
60.0 
7.5 
1,5 
7.5 
5.0 
,5 
az.o 
60,0 
50.0 
l.5 
7,5 
5,0 
5.0 
15,0 
10.0 
7.5 
.5 
162.0 
lSO.O 
20,0 
7.5 
so.a 
10,0 
10.0 
25.0 
io,o 
1.0 
40,0 
333.5 
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Af PENDIX. B, TABI.E I 
ANNUAL COST BUDG~T FOR A GRA;I:N li!~EVA'rOR Wl;'rH RATED STORAGE CAPACI:TY 
OF 100~000 BUSHE,LS 
Depreciation (elevator & machinery) 
(Cost; $1001000) 
Depreciation (of~ice ~ scales) 
(Cost: $20,000) 
Insurance (elevator & machinery) 
Insurance (office & scales) · 
Federal Warehoµse Bond 
Workmen's Campensatio~ Insurance 
a~d Comprehensive G~neral 
Liability Insurance 
R~il,road Lease 
Fidelity Bond 
Total Salary E~pense 
Social Security Taxb 
4\1,1di1,: Expense 
Annual Meeting Expense 
Directoi;s' Fees 
Intei;est on Ciapital 
Electric Power Exp~nse 
Property Tax 
Tptal Cofit 
Average Cost 
. I 
,: Quan ti, ty 1Handlecii 
(Bushels) 
1~0,00,0 3~9,840 
. ' I 
.,. Dollars .. 
2,500 2,500 
1,000 1,000 
77 77 
69 69 
62 62 
251 271 
100 100 
(1) (1) 
68 68 
7,334 7,934 
266 288 
250 250 
400 400 
300 300 
2,917 2,917 
252 252 
500 500 
. I :r,t 
16,346 16,988 
.• 1362 .0708 
I_:; · 
339,000 
2,500 
1,000 
77 
69 
62 
306 
100 
(1) 
68 
8,934 
324 
250 
400 
300 
2,917 
326 
500 
18,133 
.0535 
aFigures 1~ parentheses indicate number of permanent employees. 
binclud~s only amount paid by employer and does not include amount 
to Qe deducted and p~id from total s~lary expense. 
APPENDIX B, fA13LE U 
ANNUAL COST BUDGET fOR A GRI\IN ELEVATOR WITH RATED STORAGE CAPACITY 
Of 200,000 BUSHE~S 
Depreciation (elevator & machinery) 
(Cost: $140,000) 
Depreciation (office & scales) 
(Cost: $20,000) 
Insurance (elevator & ma,chinery) 
Insurance (office & scale(;l) 
Federal Warehouse Bond 
Workmen's Compensation tnsuranee 
and Comprehensive General 
Liability Insur~nce 
Rc;1ilroac;l Lease 
Fidel:i, ty Bo1;1d 
Total Salary Expense 
Social Security Taxb 
Aµd:i.t Expense 
Annual Meeting Expen~e 
Directors'. Fees 
Interest on Capital 
Electric Power Expense 
Property Tax 
Total Cost 
Average Cost 
Quantity Handleda 
. , .. <Bushds) 
lQ0,000 . .· .294,669 
• Dollars .,. 
3,500 3,500 
1,000 1,000 
l,08 108 
69 69 
94 94 
214 314 
100 ~00 
(1) (1) 
68 l,35 
6,l.92 ~,192 
224 333 
250 250 
400 400 
300 300 
4,083 4,083 
327 327 
1,000 1.000 
I 
P,927 21.,205 
.1793 .0720 
a Figures in parenthe~es ~ndicate number of permanent employees. 
b lncl,udes only amount paid by employer and does not include amount 
to be deducted and pai4 from total salat"y e~peqse. 
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APPE;NDI~ ·B, l'ABtE III 
' ' ' 
ANNUAL COST BUnGE;T FOR A GRAIN ~E;VATOR WITa RATED STORAGE CAPACITY 
OF ;300,000 BUSJ-IEiS 
Quant~ty Handleda 
, , , . , . , , ,Bus9~ls) 
Expense 
I· I 
Depreciation (elevator 
&in.achinery)(Costi 
$185,000 4,625 
Depreciation (o~fice & 
scales)(Cost~ $20,000) 1,JOO 
Insurance (elevator & 
mach,inery) 
Insurance (office & sca~e$) 
Federal Warehouse Bonq 
Workmen's Co~pensation 
143 
69 
112. 
Insuranqe and Com~rehenstve 
General Liability Insura~ce 
Railroad ;Lea~e 
31], 
100 
U) 
F;l,de;l.ity Bond. 
Total Salary Expense 
So~ial Security T~xb 
Audit Expense 
Annual ~eetin~ Expens, 
Directot;'s' Fe1as 
Interest on Capit~l 
Electric Power Expense 
Property T~l( 
Total Cost 
4ve.rage Cost , , 
68 
9,086 
329 
250 
400 
300 
5,396 
4ie 
1.500 
1, I .. 
,1608 
4,625 
1,000 
143 
69 
114 
379 
190 
(1,) 
68 
ll.,086 
402 
250 
400 
300 
5 396 
' 429 
1,500 
I . . 
•. 0875 I 
4,625 
!1.,000 
143 
69 
112 
379 
100 
(1) 
68 
ll.,086 
402 
250 
400 
JOO 
5 ,'.)96 
4Z9 
l,500 
4.,625 
1,000 
143 
69 
112 
482 
100 
(1) 
135 
14,086 
511 
~50 
400 
300 
5,396 
l!-59 
1.500 
.Q582 
I I 
660,000 700,000 
4,625 
1,000 
143 
69 
112 
516 
100 
(1) 
135 
15,086 
547 
250 
400 
300 
5,396 
514 
l.SOQ 
.051,2 
p I 
4,625 
1,000 
143 
69 
112 
653 
100 
(1) 
135 
l~,086 
692 
250 
400 
300 
5,396 
574 
1.500 
.0500 
8 Figures in pa~entheses indicate number of perµ1anent e~ployees. 
b ln~lude~ only amount paid by emp\oyer and ~oes not ~nclude amo4nt to 
be dedueted and paiq from total sal~ry expense. 
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,APPENDIX B~ T~BLE IV 
ANNUAL COST BUDGET FOR A GRA,IN ~L~VATOR WITH a.ATED STORAGE- CAPACI'l".( 
OF 400,000 BUSHEis 
Quant~fy Handleda 
{Bushels} 
Ex:eeMe 250,000 · 506,589 . 600,000 
I I 
- Dollars ·• 
Depreciation (elevator & machinery) 
(Cost: $230,QOO) 
5,750 5 _, 7,50 5,750 
Depreciation (office & scales) 1,000 1,000 1,000 
(Cost: $20,000) 
Insuranc~ (elevator & machinery) 178 178 178 
Insqran~e (offtce & scales) 69 69 69 
Federal Warehouse Bond 131 131 131 
Workmen's Compensation !nsµrance a~d 
Comprehen~ive General Liability 
J;nsurance 375 481 515 
Railroad Le~se 100 100 100 
(1) (2) (Z) 
F;ldel:l ty Bond 66 135 135 
Total Salary Ex~ensg ~Q,9)54 14,054 15,054 
Social Security Tax ~97 509 546 
Audit Expeq.se 350 350 350 
Annual Meeting Expense 400 400 400 
Directors' Fees 300 300 ;300 
interest on Capi~al 6,708 6,708 6,708 
Electric Power Expen~e 504 504 514 
Property Tax 2.000 
Pl ·Ii 
2,poo 2,000 
I 
Total Co$t 29,Z84 3Z,669 33,750 
.f\verage Cost 
. I .1171 .0645 .0562 . . I I 
8Figures in parentheses indicate number of permanent employees. 
bincludes only amount; pai¢l by employer and does not include amount 
to be dedueted and ~aid f~om total salary expen~e, 
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APPENDIX B, TAaLE V 
ANNUAJ. COST BVDGET FOR A GRAIN Et:iN.t\TOR W'.J,'.'fH RA'rED STORAGE CAPACITY 
OF 500,000 BUSHELS 
Expense 
.. Della.rs .,. 
1~~1 ood 250,000 4po,obo 531,669 1so,obo 1,009iooo 
Depreciation (el~vator 
& macpinery)(Cost: 
$275,000) . 
Depreciation (office~ 
scales)(Cost; $20,000) 
Insuran~e (elevato~ & 
m,;ich:i,riery) 
Insurance (office & scales) 
Federal Warehouse Uond 
Workmen's Compensation 
~,675 
1,000 
213 
69 
150 
Insurance and Cowpr~hensive 
General Liability Insurance 464 
Railroad Lease 100 
Fidel.i t;y Bond 
Total Salary Expense 
Social Secur~ty Taxb 
Audit Expense 
Annual Neeting E~pense 
Directors' Fees 
Interest on Capital 
Electric Power Expense 
Property Tax 
(2) 
135 
13,579 
49Z 
3~0 
400 
3QO 
a,021 
504 
2,50Q 
6,87,5 
1,000 
213 
69 
1,50 
476 
100 
(2) 
135 
13,n9 
505 
350 
400 
:,oo 
8,021 
504 
?,500 
6"875 
1,000 
213 
69 
150 
495 
100 
(2) 
135 
14,479 
525 
350 
400 
300 
8,021 
504 
2,500 
6,875 
1,000 
213 
69 
150 
500 
100 
(2) 
135 
l.4,629 
530 
350 
400 
300 
a,021. 
504 
2,soo 
6,875 
1,000 
213 
69 
150 
507 
100 
<Z) 
135 
14,829 
538 
350 
400 
300 
8,021 
603 
. 2 ,soo 
Total Cost 35,152 35,527 36,116 36,276 36,590 
Averali'ie Cost .2812 .1421 r , I· I, .0903 .0682 .0488 
6,875 
1,000 
213 
69 
150 
514 
100 
(2) 
135 
15,029 
545 
350 
400 
300 
8,021 
740 
2.500 
36,941 
.0369 
aFigures in parentheses indicate number of permanent employee$, 
b Includ~s pnly amount paid ~Y employer and does not iqclude amount to 
be deducted and paid from total ~al~ry e~pense. 
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APPENDIX ~ 1 . TABiE VJ; 
ANNUAJ,. CO$T BUDGET FOR A GRAJ;N ELiVAtOR WITH RAT~P STORAGE CAfAClTY 
OF 6001 000 BUSJmLS 
Quantity liandled 
. . {B1,1shels) .. . 
zsd~ooo. 450,000 1s1,101 1,300.000 Expense 
Depreciation (elevator 
& machinerr)(Cost: 
$315,000) 
Depreciatj.on (office~ 
scales)(Cost: $20,000) 
Insurance (elevator & 
machinery) 
Insurance (office & scales) 
Federal War~house Bond 
Workmen's Compen$ation 
Insu~ance and C9mp~e~ 
hensiv~ General Liability 
Insurance 
Railroad Lea.Ge 
Fidelity Bond 
7,875 
l,OOQ 
244 
69 
169 
428 
100 
(2) 
135 
Total Salary Exp~nse 
Social Security Taxb 
Audit E:x;pense 
Annual Meeting E~p~nse 
Directors' fees 
Interest on Capital 
Electric Power Expe~se 
Property Tax 
l~,515 
454 
350 
400 
300 
9,188 
984 
3,ooo 
7,875 
1,000 
~44 
69 
l.69 
452 
100 
(2) 
135 
13,215 
479 
3.50 
400 
300 
I 
9,188 
984 
3,000 
7,875 
i,ooo 
244 
69 
l99 
678 
100 
(:3) 
151 
19,815 
718 
350 
400 
300 
9,188 
984 
3,000 
Total Cost 37,211 37,960 45,041 
Average Cost .1488 • 0844 • 0594 
. . ,I . :.; 
7,875 
1,000 
244 
69 
).69 
746 
100 
(3) 
151 
21,815 
791 
350 
400 
300 
9,188 
984 
3.000 
47,18~ 
.0393 
• I 
1,soo,00~ 
7,875 
1,000 
244 
69 
169 
883 
100 
(4) 
151 
25,815 
936 
350 
400 
300 
9,188 
1,015 
s,ooo 
51.,495 
.0343 
8F~gures in parentp~s~s indicate qumber of permanent employees. 
Prncludes only amount pa~d by employer and does not includ~ amount 
to be deducted and paid from total salary exp~nse, 
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APPENDIX B, T,ABLE VII 
ANNUAL COST BUDGET FOR A GRAIN EiEVATOR WITH RATED STORAGE CAPACITY 
OF 700,000 BUSHE:LS 
Expense 
Depreciation (elevator & 
machinery)(Costi 
. $355,000) 
Depreciation (office & 
scales)(Cost; $20,000) 
Insurance (elevator & 
m,;1.c; hine ry) 
400,000 
8,875 
1,000 
Insurance (oftice ~ scales) 
Federal Warehouse Bond 
Workmen's Compensation 
275 
69 
188 
Insurance and Cqmpre~ 
hensive General Liability 
Insurance 673 
100 
(3) 
151 
Railroad, Lease 
Fidelity Bond 
Total Salary Expense 
Social Security Tax 
Annual Meeting Expense 
Directors' Fees 
Interest on C~pital 
Electric Power Expense 
:Property Tax 
19,683 
714 
400 
300 
10,354 
984 
3,500 
Quantity Handleda 
(Bushels) 
8,875 
1~000 
275 
69 
188 
701 
lOO 
(3) 
151 
20,483 
743 
400 
300 
19,354 
984 
3,500 
.. DoHars - · · 
8,875 
1,000 
275 
69 
188 
854 
100 
(4) 
151 
24,98;3 
906 
400 
300 
10,354 
984 
3,509 
8,875 
1,000 
275 
69 
188 
1,060 
100 
(5) 
151 
30,983 
1,123 
400 
300 
10,354 
1,015 
3,500 
Total Cost 47,716 48,573 53,389 59,843 
Average Cost .1193 .0§48 .0543 .0399 
2,000,000 
8,875 
1,000 
275 
69 
188 
1,111 
100 
(5) 
151 
32,483 
1,178 
400 
300 
10,354 
1,290 
3,500 
61,724 
.0309 
afigures in parentheses indicate number of permanent elUployees. 
bincl.udes only amo1,1nt paid by employer and does not include amount 
to be deducted and'paid frolU total salary expense. 
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APP~NDIX B, TABLE VlII 
ANNUAJ,. COST BUDGJi;T FOR A GRAIN E:LEVATOR WITH RA'l'ED STORAGE CAPACITY 
OF 8001000 BUSHEJ,.S 
Expense, 
Quant:i,ty Eandled2 
(Bushels) 
100,000 300,000 942.195 1,800,000 2,3001000 
· w · - tiollars -
Depreciation (elevator 
& machinery)(Cost~ 
$395,000) 
Depreciation (otfic~ & 
scales)(Cost; $20,000) 
Insurance (elevator & 
machinery) 
9,875 
1,000 
Insurance (otfioe & scales) 
Federal Warehouse Bond 
Workmen's Compensation 
306 
69 
206 
Insurance and Co~pre~ 
hensive General Liability 
Insurance ,549 
100 
151 
Railroad Lease 
Fidelity Bond 
Total Salary Expense 
So~ial Security Taxb 
Audit Expense 
Annual Meeting Expenije 
Di.rectors' Fees 
Interest; on Capital 
Electric Power Expense 
Property Tax 
16_,047 
582 
450 
400 
300 
U,521 
984 
4. ooo, 
9,875 
1,000 
306 
69 
206 
617 
100 
151 
18,047 
654 
450 
400 
300 
11,521 
984 
4,000 
9,875 
1,000 
306 
69 
206 
8Z2 
100 
151 
24,047 
an 
450 
400 
300 
U,521 
984 
4,000 
Total Cost 46,540 48,680 55,103 
.4654 .1623 ,0585 
9,875 
1,000 
306 
69 
206 
1,164 
100 
151 
34,047 
l,234 
450 
400 
300 
ll,52l 
1,180 
4,ooo 
66,003 
.0367 
I 
9,875 
1,000 
306 
69 
206 
1,335 
100 
151 
39,047 
1,415 
450 
400 
300 
11,521 
1,455 
4,000 
71,630 
.0311 
a Figur~s in parentheses indicate num~er of permanent employees. 
bincludes only amount paid by employer an4 does not include amount 
to be deducted and paid from total salary expense. 
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APfENDlX B, TABLE IX 
ANNU'Af.. COST BUDGET FOR A GRA!tN ELEVATOR WlTH RATED STORAGE CAPACITY. 
OF 900,000 BUSHELS 
Expem~e 
ijeprec~ation (el~vator 
& machinery)(Cost; 
$435,000) 
Depreciation (office & 
scal~s)(C9st: $20,000) 
Insurance (elevator & 
ma,chinery) 
Insurance (office & scales) 
Federal Warehouse Bqnd 
Workmen's Compensatipn 
Insurance and Compre~ 
hensive General Liability 
Insurance 
Railroad Lease 
Fidelity Bond 
Total Salar,, Expens6 
Social S~curity Ta~ 
Audit Expense 
Annual Meeting ~Kp~nse 
Directors' Fees 
Interest on Capital 
Electri~ Power Expense 
Property Tax 
Total Cost 
Aver~ge Cost 
500,000 
I 
10,875 
1,000 
337 
69 
225 
651 
lOO 
(2) 
135 
19,045 
6~0 
450 
400 
300 
12,688 
984 
4,500 
52,449 
.1049 
I I 
Quantity llandleda' 
(Bushels) 
700,000 . 1,090,318 
· ~ Dollars -
lO ,875 
1,000 
337 
69 
22,5 
788 
100 
(3) 
151 
;23,045 
835 
450 
400 
300 
lZ,688 
984 
4,500 
., .,; 
;,6,747 
.0811 
10,87!> 
1,000 
337 
69 
225 
939 
100 
(4) 
151 
27,445 
995 
450 
400 
300 
12,688 
984 
4,.soo 
61,458 
.0564 
1,soo.000 
10,875 
1,000 
337 
69 
225 
1,oa2 
100 
(5) 
151 
31,645 
1,147 
450 
400 
300 
12,688 
l,015 
4,500 
65,984 
.0440 
aFigure~ in parentheses indicate number of permanent employees. 
blncludes only amount paid by employer and does not include amount 
to be deducted anq paid from total salary expense, 
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' ANNUAL COST BUDGET fOR A GR,AIN ~LEVATOR WITH RATEP STORAGE CAPACITY 
Expense 
I I j. 
Depreciation (elevator 
& machiµery)(Co~t; 
$735,000) 
Depreciation 
Insurance (elevator 
& ma~hinery) 
Insurance (office & 
scales) 
Federal Warehouse Bond 
Workmen's Compeni;ation 
Iµs~rance and Compr~~ 
hensive General 
Liability Insµrance 
Railroad l.,ease 
Fi deli ~Y Bond 
Total Sala:i:-y Expens, 
Social Security Tax 
Aud:i.t Expense 
Annual Me~ting ixpense 
Pirectors' Fee~ · 
Interest on Capital 
Electric Power expense 
Property Tax 
Total Cost 
Average .cost 
OF l,700,000 BVSaij~S 
569 
69 
331 
l,S80 
100 
(8) 
~85 
40,345 
1,463 
500 
400 
300 
21,438 
2,019 
. 8,500 
9q,,968 
~ 1,i12 
. Qt,1,;1ntity ilandleda 
(Bushels) 
18,375 
1,000 
569 
69 
331 
1,385 
100 
(8) 
185 
40,495 
. 1,468 
500 
400 
300 
21~438 
2,013 
8~500 
97,128 
.0809 
18,375 
1,000 
569 
69 
33J,. 
: · I · 
18,375 
1,000 
569 
69 
331 
l,407 
100 
(8) 
185 
41,;J.45 
;L,492 
500 
400 
300 
21,438 
2,,013 
8,500 
97,824 
.0489 
18,375 
1,000 
569 
69 
331 
1,424 
100 
(8) 
185 
41,645 
1,510 
500 
400 
300 
21,438 
2,013 
8,500 
98,359 
=0410 
8Figures in pijre~theses indicate number of permanent employees, 
blncludes only amount paid by employer ijnd does not include amount 
to be deducted and paid from tetal salary e~pense. 
APl?ENDIX C 
THEORETICAL EFFE)CTS OF A.REGRESSIVE RATE SCHEDULE UPON TO',l'AL ELECTRIC 
POWE;R COSTS 
',l'he impac~ of a decline in power rates per KWH fpr increased 
levels of KWH consumption is exemplifieq in Table I of this appendix, 
These increases in KWH consumption are ~eflected by a series of 
hypothetical upwarq shitts in the number of elevations. 1 The effect of 
the min~mum ~onthly power bill is not incl.uded in this discussion. 
Using any one of the four levels of the quantities of grain, 
handled as the initial point of depart1,n:~, the percentage increases 
. in the number of eleva~ions exce~d the cor~esponding percentage increases 
in total electric power costs. 
For exam~le, i( 100,000 bushels were elevated only one time, then 
the associated total annual costs would be $110,76. Successive 25 
percent;: increases in the number of elevations result in a series of in· 
creases in a~nual power costs of approximately Zl percent, The cumu~ 
lative effect of this four percent differential can be noted by compar-
ing the increase in total annual cpsts for one e~evation and two 
1The term ''elevations" refers to. the number of t;:imes the total 
quantity of bushels going in and out of the elevator is moved (elevat~d). 
These elevations are via the "leg" ;from one bin unit to another or for 
any oth,er 1:1pecific movement. The pow~r source·of the "leg" :t.s 
typically from l~rge three~ph~se electric motors. 
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elevations, In this case, a 100 percent rise in the number of elevations 
;i.s accompanied by a rise of only 86 percent in total annual power costs, 
Consequently, annual cost~ have increased from $110.79 to only $206,16, 
Based upon the schedule of power rates and the assumption of a 40 
bushel elveation rate per KWH all quantities elevated in excess of 
~ ......,._ 
60,000 bushels per month (720,000 ~ushels per year) would be charged at 
a rate of 2.2¢ per KWH. However, the regressive rate effect upon all 
quantities under these amounts causes the percentage increases in the 
number~~ elevations to exceed the percentage increases in total power 
costs regardless of the number of bushels elevated, Again, minimum 
The effect of the regressive power rate schedule upon the relation-
ship between total annual power costs a~d the number of elevations is 
shown in the table for three atternative initial handli~g volumes. 
APPEND!~ C, TABLE I 
TOl'i\l.i ANNU.Af. ~~ECT:R;J:C POWE;R COSTS ASSOCIAT~D WITll ALTERNATIVE 
N~aERS OF ELEVAtIONS AND OF BUSHELS HANDLEOa 
136 
Number pf 
Elevationsb 
I 
100,000· 
I 
1.00 llO • 76 
1.25 134.52 
(25) (21) 
1.50 158.28 
(50) (42) 
1.75 161. 92 
(75) (64) 
2.00 206 .16 
(100) I . (86) I 
- Dollars ..; I 
684,96 1,125.00 
808.68 l,358.64 
(16) (21) 
~32.28 1,592.28 
(36) (42) 
1,056.12 
(54) 
l,,826.28 
(62) 
1,179.96 2,059,92. 
(72) 
I (83l. 
2~400,000 
1,509.96 
l,839,96 
(2.2) 
2,169.96 
(44) 
2_,829.96 
(87) 
8:Minim4m monthly power costs are not consiqered in this table. For 
the montply power ~ates, see page 82 of the t~xt. 
b 
·ijumbers :ln pa,rentheses !;I.re perce~tage i~cteases in ~levat;ion1,1 from 
the number at the top of the ~olumn. 
C . Numbets in parentheses ar~ percentage ~ncre~ses in total cost from 
the total cost at the top of e~ch columq. 
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